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THE

statement

that the dairy business no longer payi
and farmer* muit abandon it. Amonf

the causes of no profit it ennmeratei
of land, high cost of helj
and ail grain feed and too low prices foi
Dentist,
the product·.
Now the truth is thai
with tome men dairying doe· pay a fail
MAINE.
s. >kWAY,
profit, bat with others it is a losing pro
Butter as Some People Make It.
iurv—ytolJ—1 to 4.
3
poaitions. With the men who make Κ
We pride ourselves, here in New Engpay, land, help and cost of feed is just ai
land, on the quality of butter which our high as with the others. There is nc
►· -MITH,
.1
farmer·' wives turn out, but occasionally difference in these conditions. But il
Attorney at Law,
one "meets up" with some butter wbicb we come to
look in a little closer w<
MAIN*.
suggests very strongly that there is find a big difference.
VBWAY,
a
Collection· Specialty something wrong somewhere with the
Ht
(1) The successful men are keeping
care of the cows or the
milk or the cows
enough to the acre to make the
cream
or the butter after it is made.
fixed capital pay what it ought. (2)
RIUC'K A PARK.
We are gradually becoming convinced
They are keeping a class of cows that
that too much care cannot be exercised yield a
Attorneys at Law,
good margin of profit. (3) They
in
the
in
order
MAIN*.
of
butter
production
are producing the kind of crops that
BKTUIL.
that
of
it
butter
shall
kind
of
C.Park
be
tbe
RUery
Κ Herrlck.
good cows can take and turn out a pro
which we can be proud. In tbe Nat- nuble return from them. When the
ional Stockman and Farmer I read re
proportion of cows to acres is 1 to 8,
CARL S. BRIGGS,
cently a story about condition* and 10 or 15 is it any wonder that there is
practices in a good many farmhouses in j little revenue? When cows are kept
Dentist,
butter making and tbe handling of uten- that do not
MAINE.
average over three and a
H'TII PARIS,
sils which if written about New England half to four thousand
pounds of milk is
Hi>aw : 9 a. v. to 5 p. μ. Kven- we would instantlv couclude w?re
gross- it
wonder they do not pay? When
ν ippiiiotroeat.
Special attention ly exaggerated. Perhaps there are some theany
farmer will not raise the best milk
children.
such places in our own part of the
producing feed like corn ensilage and alTelephone 143 t
is
sug- falfa, and pays but little intelligent atcountry. At any rate the story
gestive of bad practices which perhaps tention to the matter of right feeding
Hulda can
J. WALDO
too many of us lean toward.
you wonder if loss and not profit enRichmond, the writer says:
sues?
In looking over some farm papers, a
Go through the country where yon
young lady from the city observed to will, you will find the farmers keeping
ber hostess that they seemed to be full too many acres to the proportion of
>!« Street, rear Maaonic Block,
of minute directions for buttermaking. cows. Read that
Niagara county, X. Y.,
wives Cow Census now
running in the DairyNORWAY "I supposed that all farmers'
Mone Connection.
koew bow to make butter," she said, man and note farm after farm of over
"but from these careful directions and 100 acres with herds of only five to ten
cautions it would seem not. One of cows. That Uo't putting good business
these days I want to follow the direct- sense into the problem.
Maine.
Norway,
ions and see what sort of butter I can
How many farmers who keep cows are
turnout." Tbe mistress of the farm pursuing any kind of system which shall
house laughed, and said she supposed weed out the
poor cows? How many
all people did know how to make butter tre keeping any record of the milk proof some sort, but that from her observa- duction per cow? How many are resoSheet Metal Work,
tion the farm papers did not call atten- lutely setting their faces toward the
Et CEILINGS A SPECIALTY. tion to butter makiug one whit too ofβ
proposition of not keeping a cow that
ten.
When the young lady made ber will not produce in a year 5000 to 6000
butter,anxiously following the directions pounds of milk or 200 to 250 pounds of
the farm paper, she butterfat?
as laid down by
turned out a sweet, golden mass of
If men persist in keeping low producwhich she was justly proud and she be- ing cows, can they expect them to pay ?
came
more than ever convinced that
The situation is squeezing the farmer
He
much valuable space is wasted by the who will not do the right thing.
>3 Examined for Glasses
make
tgricultural journals on how to
ought to be squeezed until he gets out
butter.
of the business if he will not do the
But in tli9 course of her stay in the things that must be done to bring better
*
of
couulry she saw the inside workings
profit. Right there is where this dairy
many houses, and she was unspeakably shoe pinches.
Handling cows, acres,
shocked to see how some butter is made. help and feed, so as to make a good
She saw little boys and hired men and profit, is a close thinking business,
But
themselves the "demnition grind" that shows no
tbe farmers
>>ccasionally
milking with dirty hands, and doing tnercy to the disobedient is right on the
S. RICHARDS.
things that made her feel that she would track of such men. There is no profit
SOUTH PARIS. ME.
never eat butter again unless she knew in the kind of dairy ideas, cows and
how it was made.
methods they have. The farm must be
She saw one unwilling lad called from placed on a true business basis if men
a tussle with hi· pet dog, sent to the expect it to
pay. The trouble is in the
barn to milk tbe cow, and he ilrst pro- man behind the cow. The situation will
37 Wîsiera
ceeded to wet bis lingers thoroughly not change, neither will he. What else
with a little milk drawn from the udder. can
you
expect but loss?—Hoard's
As he milked little specks of manure and Dairyman.
and
aud hay fell from the cow into the pail
and he took pleasure in shooting at
TELKPUOXK 17-1*.
The Old Common Cow.
these specks to send tbem to the bottom
Medical and Surgical treatment of diehe
Grade Dairy Cattle
The American
of all domeetic of the pail. As his fingers dried
eases and accidenta
dipped them into the foam of the pail to Breeders' Association has an undoubtedanimale.
and moisten tbem.
ly worthy object in existence, the object
Special attention t<> Castrating oi
Then she saw tbe pails and utensils of improving the quality and the perfor testing
agent
Spaying. Appointed
and bow they were kept in some kitch- formance of the grade cows of the councattle and horsee and veterinary inspecOne try, the cows which are the cows most
ens and she was still more amazed.
tion work.
good woman made a practice of washing commonly kept by our farmers and by
Stmtre
C*lle(«
l'ait»!
4«raduste of the
the dairy things after everything else our good farmers as well as by our poor
Nurfton·, Waahluiiun,
of V.lcrlamrv
ia-43 bad gone through tbe dishwater, and farmers.
u. c.
But the grade cow is a tacit acknowlthen tbe articles were rinsed with a
little cold water and turned upside down edgement of the value of pure blood in
Ε. IV.
Another wiped the an animal raised np for a particular
in the house to dry.
thiugs after their dishwater bath with a purpose. The old common scrub and
towel that had not be<m boiled since the mixed blood cow is not a grade, and it is
day it was made This housekeeper re- probable that the secretary of this assomarked that it was a filthy habit to wash ciatiou made a serious error when be
will furnish DOORS sad WINDOWS of any the dishcloths and towels with the ordisaid, if he is quoted rightly:
se or Sty)· a* reasonable prices.
"I am confident some old farmer is gonary washing, so she dabbled them out
day after day. She boasted that she had ing to spring up from some backwoods
used but two dish towels for three and show us a common old cow that will
months, washing tbem out after each excel these 910.000 pedigreed and pamInsMe oi
tor
finish
of
kind
of
'.n
want
f
any
meal and drying them over the kitchen pered beauties."
Luni
ultle work, send In your order*. Pine
There have been some grade cows
stove, and though her guests were too
sad Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
polite to mention it those cloths certain- which have made remarkable production
ly looked as if they had seen hard ser- performances, but none has ever come
and
vice.
anywhere near equalling the performWhen the buttermilk was emptied ances of the pure-bred animals, and it
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
from the churn the iuke warm dishwater should be remembered that these grades
which have produced largely are not old
was throwu iuto it, after everything was
t:. W.
but cows with a good
Maine. washed, and without scalding that churn common cows,
Ά. *·. >umner.
At an proportion of pure blood of recognized
was set aside for the next time.
other home the churn was washed io the dairy lines. The editor of the National
A. Ο.
dishwater and set out in the yard to Stockman and Parmer comments upon
cover for bis the matter in this wise:
15 vears expert Watch- sua. The baby had the
"A good many men have been confiplaything, the dogs and cats wiped
maker with Sigelow. about
it iu their play, aod often it was dent that scrub cows are as good as
conBoston.
Kennard 4.Co.,
upset aDd the little chickens made ex- well-bred ones, and that misplaced
fidence bas kept them poor all their
cursions into it by way of exploration.
But the worst of it all is that these lives, while other men with more sense
All Work
careless butter-makers demand and get have prospered by the use cf improved
(Juaranteed.
the very «aine prices paid to the careful, blood. Nothing is more confident than
less
clean, conscientious ladies who make a prejudice against good blood—or
for market. profitable. When a mongrel from the
A little out of the way superior quality of butter
when a
The grocers do not dare make a dis- bushes outruns Whisk Broom,
but it pays to walk.
when a
tinction for fear of losing trade, so the broncho trots faster than Uhlan,
delicious country butter made by clean mouse colored knothead from Kankakee
CLOCKS
WATCHES.
«κη#,
hand· in clean utensils frum start to wins the steer championship, just about
AMD JEWELRY.
tluish must be kept down on the level of that time will some old brindle cow
the interior article, unless grocers lose emerge from the backwoods and give
WUb Hobb·' Variety 8lui*, Norway, Mecash outright. It is truly said that there more milk and butterfat than the 120,·
of months ago.
is too much difference between the price 000 cow gave a couple
Grade Dairy Cattle
American
of creamery butter and the country arti- The
likely to
cle, but the grocer who pays twenty Breeders' Association )· notsuch
idea·
cents per pound for butter he mnst sell amount to very much while
its proat ten surely is not to blame for this as we have quoted are held by
Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.
state of affair.
Dirty butter spoils moters."
quickly, while clean butter keeps sweet
and good even in warm weather. Until
Keep Milk Records.
country ladies heed the directions for
Records of the dairy herd at Minnesore·
aud
butter
printed
making good
ta University Farm indicate that it is
1 printed in farm papers the consumers
not necessary to weigh or test the milk
will have a hard time getting the pure
month in
more often than one day each
article, and the factories that "renovate" order to secure a very accurate record of
butter will continue to receive large
what the cow is doing. It is generally
of "couutry butter" for
H. P.

high price·
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LEAF NINTH.

When tho Telegram Cam·.

URELY no woman ever In all
the world read each a letter
as that, and no wonder my
It
breath almost failed ma
was a lore letter in which the cold
paper waa transubstantiated Into a
heart that beat against mine, and 1
bowed my head over It aa I wet it with
tears. I knew then that I had taken

his coming back lightly; had fussed
over It and been silly proud of it while
not really curing at all. All that awful melting away of my fatness seemed just a lack of confidence in his love
for me. He wouldn't have minded If
I weighed 500. I felt sure. He loved
me—really, really, really—and 1 had
eat and weighed him with a lot of men
who were nothing more than amused
by my fligbtiness or taken with my
beauty and who wouldn't have known
such love if It were shown to them

through

a

telescope.

trunk that stood
1 reached into
right beside me and took out a box
that I hadn't looked into for years
His letters were all there and his photographs that were as handsome as the
a

I could

young god of love himself.
hardly see them through my tears, but
I knew that they were dim in places
with being cried over when 1 had put
them away years ago after Aunt Adeline decided that I was to be married.
I kissed the poor little girl cry spots,
and with that a perfect flood of tears
rose to my eyes, but they didn't fall,
for there, right in front of me. stood a
more woe stricken human being than
I could possibly be. if I Judged by appearances.

"Molly. Molly," gulped Billy, "I am
bo sick I'm going to die here on the
floor," uud he sank Into my arms.
"Oh. Billy, what is the matter?" 1
gasped and gave him a little terrified
shake
"Mamie Johnson did It—poked her
finger down her throat and mine, too."
"We
be walled against my breast
Was full of things folks gived us to

eat and couldn't eat uo more. She said
If we did tbut with our fingers It would
all come up and we would have room
for some more then. She did It and
I'm golug to die dead-dead!"
"No. no. lover; you'll be all right In
a second.
Stay quiet here In your
Molly's lap und you will be well in
Just a few minutes." 1 said with a
imlle I hid in his yellow mop as I
kiss
tall
spot.
drake
the
kissed
"Where's Mamie?" I thought to ask
of little Billy with the greatest appre-

"I& the garden eating cupcake Judy
jUked hot for both of us. She didn't
frow up as much as I did—or maybe
more," he auswered, snuggling close

ami much comforted.
"l»on't ever, ever do that again, Bllh." I said, giving him both a hug and
"It's piggy to eat more than
ι shake.
"••i en h hold and then still want more.
What would your father say?"
"1»«κ· ain't no good, and 1 don't care
what he says," answered Billy with
"He don't pluy no more, and

cplrlt

ii«< don't laugh no more, aud he don't
I ain't a-gorat no more hardly too.
lug to live in that house with him
I want to
inore'n two days longer.

I—I

HILLS,

NORWAY, MAINE.

For Sale.

consignments
their trade.
The

Stability

of

Right Dairy

ing.

A Wisconsiu banker says that

Farmhis

to

knowledge in fifty years experience, a
City of Rockland Bonds to net 4 failure has been seldom, if ever, recordper cent.
ed where the farmer attended strictly
Rumford & Mexico Water Dis- to bis business of dairy farming,
trict 4 per cent Bonds—Tax exempt. using good sires, weeding out the poor
heifer calve· from bis best
Central Maine Power Co. 5 per cows, saving
cows, crossing these with other good
for
cent
Bonds
imSavings
Legal
nirea, tbus increasing his kerd and
Bank».
proving it.
We could furnish scores of cases in
Maine & New Brunswick Elecwhere
trical Power Co. 5 per cent Bonds. this, (Jefferson) county alone,
unlettered German farmers have
Cumberland County Power and plain, with
started
only a few hundred dollars
Light Co. 5 per cent Bonds and 6 earned as hired men, who to-day own
farm* and herds worth from 115,000 to
per cent preferred stock.
the
Lewiston, Augusta & Waterville I20.UUO and all accomplished within men
last twenty-five years. But these
R. R. 6 per cent preferred stock.
were
attended strictly to business and
Portland Electric Co. 6 per cent obedient—that's the word—to the lesfor
Savings sons of thrift and good dairy sense. We
preferred stock—Legal
—

Banks.
regret to hear men complaining
have
Other desirable bonds and stocks. luck in dairy farming who
a

FREELAND HOWE, Jr.,

Pleasant Street,
MAINE.
NORWAY,

1ΓΡ0Π

Elaine Sleaaship Liar
IMrect between Portland and New Tork
Hleamer· leave Franklin Wharf Tueedave,
Thurndaye ami Saturdays at 6.30 p. in.. alwjA
Monday·, lu au \ M., June tt to September
Inclusive.

Bouton and Portland Line

Usa*e Franklin Wharf. Portland, week daya al
Sundavs <M» p. m. K*· turning leav«
Ρ ta
lio*ton week day· ami
Sunday· at 7 p. m
State
Steamship* Kanmxn ». Fuller and Bay
Pare bclwMa FarUaad tad Bo a to u
I1.M. MuUrowu ll.OO aad |1.IV.

iab-roattonal l.lne steamahlp Uov. Dlngtej
and (iuv. Cobb leave# Boston at 9 a. m. Mon
•lay*, Wednesday· and KrUlay*. Portland 5 ρ
β- for fcaatport, Lu bec and k John. Ν. B.

fori land u4 Hoe It I an* Lime
^(earner Monhegun leave* Portland on Tum
'lay., Thursday· an<! Saturday· at 7 a. a. fo
Uocklaad an t Intermediate Uunflng·.

Portland and Beelhtay Line

Hteamer Catherin* leave· Portias·! Monda y
*lneaday· and Friday· at 7A> a. a. for Kan
Booth bay and Intermediate landing·.
Kipreaa Serrtee tor Frelsht, nil rata· laclul
Maria· Insurance.
For reaarrattona and all laformattoa aJdre·
ft a. clat, Afaat, Franklin Wlutrt, Portia*

y*

of

ill

never

believed, however, that, while
ly butterfat test is sufficient, it
practice on the farm to weigh

a

month-

/

sound dairy method·

day

ty.—Hoard's Dairyman.
An

Expert

Urafter.

A bog is a hog, with queer ways and
obstinacy, but he will never refuse green

Have the
food nor fail to pay for It.
A western man who had been in polinear the yard, so that it will
food
green
He
a
in
a
for
nursery.
job
tic·, applied
be no trouble to throw it over every
knew all about setting out trees and
not expect to turo bit
and a lot of other essen- day, if you do
them,
spraying
Into tbe field.
pigahip
tial things.
"Doo't yon know anything «boat
bos·.
Cooling the milk or cream quickly and
grafting?" asked the
moat important
"Well," replied the applicant, "I waa keeping it cool is the
the year we let so means for insuring it against spoiling
county commissioner
most important after taking care that il
for bridges!"
many contracts
comes away from the barn as clean aj
the
A· a rule tbe cheap thing proves
On the other
most ooetiy in the end.
for a cheap
band, a high price paid
adds nothing to its durability.

thing

The consumption of batter per capita
Sûtes was 17.3
In 190Θ in the United
3 86 pound·; oleomarpounds; cheese,
garine, 1.3 pounds.

possible.

Be ashamed ever to let folks see greet
welts on the bodies of your horses, anc
doubly ashamed ever to make such rid
Tbey are a sore sign somebody bai
gee.
fought a battle and loet.

Teach the children to oloae tbe doort
and gates every time. Leaving then
in the pantry open is a dangerous habit, as the atocl
Egg· deteriorate rapidly
Keep them io ι may do much damage. Many olde.
or kitebea these day·.
people have thia Unit.
oool place.

Ί

him."

Ί bet I will when 1 get big enough
to kill a bear," answered Billy decid"Say, do you reckou Mamie
edly.
laved even a little piece of that cake?
I 'epect 1 bad better go see." And he
•lipped out of my arms and was gone
before I could hold him.
It is a lonely bouse across tbe garden with the big and the tiny man In
themselves. And tears, from
It all

by
another

of my heart entirely,
rose to my eyes at the thought but
they, too. never fell, for I heard Mrs.
Johnson calling, and I bad to run
corner

down quick and

see

what

new

delica-

cy had arrived for my party.
Uncle Thomas Pollard had sent me
a quart bottle of hia private stock with
the message to put tbe mint to soak
beJust one hour and twenty minutes
fore the men came. 1 made room for
It beside the case of champagne on the
cellar shelf and wondered bow tbey
We don't have
would stand it all.

champagne often in Hillsboro, and
when we do nobody seems to want to
cut down on the

—well, nothing

_

Somehow I didn't enjoy dressing tonight for my dinner as I did for the
dance, and when I was through I stood
before the mirror and looked at myself a long time. I was very tall and
slim and—well, I suppose I might say
regal in that amethyet crape with the
soft rose point, but I look«l to myself
about the eyes as I bad been doing for
years when I put on my Sunday clothes

to go to church with Mr. Carter. He
wae always in a hurry, and I dldnt
care about looking at myself In the
mirror anyway.
Nobody else ever
looked at me and what was the use?
And tonight that Rene triumph made
me feel no different from one of Miss
Hettie Primm's conceptions that I bnd
been wearing for ages with IndifferI shrugence and total lack of style.
ged my shoulder almost out of the
dress with what I thought was sadness, though It felt a trifle like temthe
per, too. and went on down Into
garden to see if any of my flowers hnd
a cheer up message for me.
But it was a bored garden I stepped
Into Just as the last purple flush of day
was being drunk down by the night.
The tall white lilies laid their heads
over on my breast and went to sleep
before I had said a word to them, and
the nasturtiums snarled around my
feet until they got my slippers stained

with green.
Only Billy's bachelor's
button stood up stiff and sturdy, sllphtly flushed with Imbibing the night dew.
and tipped me an impertinent wink. I
felt cheered at the sight of them and
bent down to gather a bunch of them
to wear, even If they did swear at my
amethyst draperies, when an amused
smile that was done out loud came

from the path Just behind me.
"Don't gather them all tonight. Mrs
Peaches." said Dr. John teaslnply as
he stooped beside me. "Leave η few
for—for the others." I waked up In a

half second and so did all those prylnp
flowers, I felt sure.
"I was just gathering them for place
bouquets for—for the girls," I said stupidly as 1 moved over a little nearer to
him. Why It Is that the minute that
man comes near me I get warm and

comfortable and stupid, and as young
as Billy and bubbly and sad and hap-

py and cross. Is more than I can say.
but I do.
I never possibly know how to anIwer any remark tlmt he may happen
A make unless It is something that
ftiakes me lose my temper. His next

was the usual spark.
"Better give them the run of the
show
ptrdM— alone. Mrs. Molly.
for 'em unless you do," he said laughingly, "or the buttons either," he added
under his breath so 1 could Just hear IL

remark

However, It must
pagne that made
He was never like that before.

I did roui furled. I tried tny beet, but failed
was utterly unprepared to say.
not even enjoy the thinness, bnt took tu respond to my own remonstrances
a kind of already married look In my «1th myself, aud tears were slowly
{Τάββ and tried to slip the egg past my withering In a cloud of gloom when a
bored lips and get myself to chew It blue gingbnm. rompers clad suubeam
alienee?
was work, and then I took
burst Into the room.
I couldn't say a word, and I am sure lown. It
letter, which also was
"Git your nightgown and your toothI don't know what I would have done ip the Judge's
more of it.
bresh quick. Molly, if you want to
If it hadn't been for the doctor. He work and
He started in at the beginning of pack 'em In my trunk Γ he exclnimed.
leaned forward, and his deep eyes
is. at the beginning with his eyes dancing and ο curl standjverytblng—that
and
in
their
wonderful
came out
way
and 1 cried ing straight up on the top of his hend.
seemed to collect erery pair of eyes at if the tuberculosis girl,
If she bad as It has a habit of doing when he Is
the table, even the most astounded, as sver the pages of her as
At the tenth most excited. "You can't take nothing
oeen my own sister.
he raised his class.
Al- but them 'cause I'm going to put in a
We all held our breaths and waited page we burled her and took up
I
I
buw a new Almust
I
and
say
fred,
rope to tie the whale with when
for him to speak.
strewn ap- ketch him. and it'll take np all the rest
"No wonder we are all stricken fred In the Judge's bouquet
of him, but I didn't want of the room. Get 'em quick Γ'
dumb at Mrs. Carter's telegram," he preciation
as I had the day before
"Yes, lover. I'll get them f«»r yon
said in his deep voice that commands him as bad
bis own new and old let- But tell Molly where It Is yon are going
I
read
when
the
oven
and
everything,
everybody
that trunk of
"The ters and cried over his old photographs. to sail off with her In
terrors of birth and death.
Into the game
of
some
I
asked,
dropping
result
was
the
that
I
yours?"
suppose
whole town will be paralyzed at the
no
what the Judge manages the Juries as I have always done with him.
news that its most distinguished citi- jf
own pressed
with. He'd be apt to use It on a wo- matter what game of my
zen Is only going to give them two
find out about when he called.
days to get ready to receive him. I man and she wouldn't
"On the ocean where the boats go
was too late to be anything
it
until
It
will
band
brass
the
the
can see
panic
on me
and run right over a whnle.
he
wbeu
'cross
mad.
Still,
began
but
shlned
brass
have now petting the
remember you showed me
Don't
a
little
better,
felt
though
16
1
you
at
page
up, and I want to bo the one to tell
of spout whales In a
than
better
them
know
any
pictures
I
didn't
myself
Mayor Pollard thyself, so as to sug1 got to page 20.
book. Molly? Doc says they comes
gest to him to hove at least a two I did Alfred wlien
can hear
What I am Is Just a poor, foolish right up by tho ship and you
hour speech of welcome to hand out at
'em shoot water. And maybe a Iceberg,
u lot more heart than
who
tms
woman,
'hot
time'
one
We'll
make
It
train.
the
Which do you want to ketch
ghe can manage with the amount of too.
for him when he lands in the old town,
I'm
most Molly, a Iceberg or a whale?"
she got with It at birth.
brains
and here's to him, God bless him I
His eager eyes demanded Instant denot any star in a rose colored eky, and
Every glass high!" They all drank, I don't want to Inspire anybody. It's cision on my part of tho nature of capand I suppose it helped them. I wish
ture I preferred. My mind quickly re
too much of a Job. 1 want to be a
could have drained a quart, but I
woman and a wife to a
verted to those two ponderous nnd Inhapp.v
healthy,
ovildn't swallow a sip. though I did
tense epistles I had got within the
man who can inspire himself and mana good stunt of pretending.
hour, and I lay back In my chair and
I want to marry a thin man
me.
age
The rest of this evening has paid
and have from five to ten thin chil- laughed until I felt almost merry.
me ofT for every sin I have ever com"The iceberg. Billy, every time," I
and when I get to be thirty I
dren,
commit
mitted or am ever going to
"I Just can't manage
want my husband to want me to be as said at last
Tom took Pet home eurly, and 1 hope
are ardent,
fat as Aunt Bettle. but not let me whales, especially if they
they walked In the moonlight for An inspiration couldn't be fat and I'm which word means hot I like Icehours. Tom is the kind of man that
should if I could
always In danger from hot muffins and bergs or I thluk I
any pretty girl who is loving enough chicken gravy.
However. If I should catch one."
In the moonlight could comfort for
"I don't believe you could, Molly,
undertake to be all the things Judge
I'm not at all worried
anything.
Wade said in that letter he wanted me but maybe Doc will let you put a rope
about him. but—
to try
to bo to him. I should soon be skin and and a long hook In his trunk
The hour 1 sat on my frout steps and
FIls
bones from mental and physical exer- with if your clothes go Into mine.
aud
talked to .Fudge Wade must have
cise.
Still, he does live In Ilillsboro. Is a heap the biggest anyway
brought gray hairs to my head If it and I won't let myself know bow my Nurao Tilly snld he oughter put m;.
he
was daylight and 1 could see them.
heart aches at the thought of leaving things In his, but I cried and then
Ruth Chester had said goodby with
It's up In
and got out that little
other
went
and
things.
home
upstairs
my
the loveliest haunted look In her great
to be
Come see 'em!"
one for me.
my throat and 1 seem always
"What do you mean, Billy?" 1 asked,
swallowing It, the last few days.
I
.ill//till u/
I
while a sudden fear shot all over me
All the men who write me letters
into like lightning.
"You're Just playing
seem to get themselves wound up
a skyrocket and then let themselves
go awuy, areu't you?"
It
"No, I ain't playing, Molly!" he exexplode In the last paragraph, and
aud you and
always upsets my nerves I was Just claimed excitedly. "Me
for a
about to begin to cry again over the doc Is a-golng across the ocean
here. Doc
last words of the Judge when the only long, long time away from
bright spot In the day so far suddenly
Pet Buford blew In with
with the relief plain In her eyes.
Henrietta's smile in the judge's direction was doubtfuL But they were
not all my lovers, nnd why that awful

happened.
pinkest

cheeks and the brightest
1 looked In the
eyes I had seen since
mirror the night of the dance. She was
in an awful hurry.
her
"Molly, dear." she said, with
the

I wish Mrs. Johnson could have heard
how soft his voice lingered over that
She was so exlittle half sentence.
perienced she could have told me If It
meant—but, of course, he Isn't like oth-

men!
There are lots of questions I'm going
to ask Alfred after 1'ui married to him
—Mr. Carter didn't know unything
ubout anything and I never cared to
ask him, but I wonder how you know
when—

"Oh, you Molly!" came u hail in
Tom's voice from the gate. Just uh 1
was making up my mind to try to
think up something to wither the doctor with, and he and Ruth came up
the front walk to meet us. I wondered
why I was having a party In m.v house
when being alone in my garden with
Just a neighbor was so much more fun.

had to begin to enjoy myself
right off. for In a few minutes all .the
rest came.
I don't think I ever saw my bouse
Mrs. Johnson
look so lovely before.
had put all the flowers out of hers and
but I

Mrs. Cain's garden all over everything,
and the table was a mass of soft pink
roses that were sheddiug perfume and
nodding at one another in their most
society manner. There is no glimmer
In the world like that which comes
from really old polished silver and
rosewood and mahogany, and one's
great-great-grandmother's hand woven
linen feels like oriental silk across one's
Knees.

I felt very stately and
and responsible as I lookat tbem all across the roses and

Suddenly
granddamey
ed

sparkling glasses.

They

were

lovely

women, all of tbem. and could such
men be found anywhere else In the
world? When I left tbem all to go out
Into the big universe to meet the distinctions that I knew my husband
would have for me, would 1 sit at suit
with people who loved me like this?
I saw Pet Buford say something to
me

that I know

was

lovely

from the way be smiled at me. and the
Judge's eyes were a full cup for any
woman to have offered her. Then in a
flash all the love fragrance seemed to
of that
go to my head—Tom's mixing
julep had been skillful, too—and tears
rose to my eyes, and there I might
have been crying at my own party if I
hadn't felt a strong warm hand laid on
mine as it rested on my lap. and Dr.

John's kind voice teased Into my ears,
"Steady. Mrs. Peaches, there's the loving cup to oome yet." lie whispered.
I hated him. but held on to his thumb
He didn't
tight for half a minute.
know what the matter really was. but
he understood what I needed. lie al-

ways does.
And after that everybody had a good
time, the ginger barber and Judy as
much as anybody, and I could see Aunt
Bettie and Mrs. Johnson peeping in the
pantry door, baring the time of their
lives too.

That dinner was going like an airon a high wind, when something
happened to tangle its tail feathers and
I can hardly write it for trembling
yet It was a simple little blue telegram, but it might have been nitroglycerin on a tear for the way It acted.
It was for me. but the ginger barber
handed It to Tom, and he opened it
and. looking at me over his full—after
many times emptied—glasa, be solemnly read it out loud. It said:

ship

Landed this
sion to come
Answer.

Have 1 your permisHNlaboro Immediately?

noon.

to

ALFRED.

It was dreadful. Nobody said a word
and Tom laid the telegram right down
in his plate, where It Immediately began to soak up the dressing of his salad. He was so white and shaky that
Pet looked at him in amazement, and

she had the good sense
to find his hand under the cloth and
hold it, for his shoulder hovered against
here and the color came back to his
face as he smiled down at her.
I don't believe I'll ever really get the
courage to look at Tom again until be
marries Pet. which he'll do now, I feel

then I

am sure

sura

And as for the Judge and Ruth
Chester, I was glad they were sitting
beside each other, for I could avoid
that side of the table with my eyos
until I had steadied myself a few seconds at least The surprise made the
others I had been dining seem statues
from the stone age, and only Mr.

Delia Hawes looked at his composure

'I'll

V

"Every gla·· highl"
dark eyes, and 1 felt as if 1 bad killed
something tbat was alive and that 1
hadn't killed it enough. Dr. John had
been called from his coffee to α patient
and bad gone with Just a friendly word
of
night, and the others bad at

good

last left the Judge and me alone—also
In the moonlight, which I wished Id
out.
my heart somebody would put
They say amoug the lawyers tbat it
is a good thing that Benton Wade is
on the bench, for it is no use to try a
case agaiiibt him when be bus the hanof a Jury. île Just looks them in

dling

the face and tells them how to vote.
me in the face and
told me bow to marry, and I'm not
sure yet that I won't do as he says.
Of course I'm in love with Alfred, but

Tonight he looked

if he wants me be bad better get me
all
away quick before the Judge makes
Δ woman loves to
his arrangements.

be courted with poems and flowers and
deference, but sbe's mighty apt to marry the man who says, "Don't argue,
but put on your bonnet and come with
me." The fact that it was too late to
into the clerk's office saved me to-

get
night, but in two days—
Oh, I'm crying, crying in my heart,

which is worse than In my eyes, as I
sit and look across my garden, where
the cold moon is hanging low over the
tall trees behind the doctor's house and
the light in his room is burning warm
and

bright They

are

right—he doesn't

If 1 am going away forever with
Qls quick toaet to him and
Alfred.
the lovely wurm look he poured over
he
poor frightened me at hi^ eido as
drank his champagne told me that once
Still, we have been so
and for all.
close together over his baby and I have
grown so dependent on him for so many
things that it cuts into me like a hot
knife that he shouldn't care if he lost
care

for a neighbor. I shouldn't
mind not having any husband If 1
could always live close by him and
Billy like this, and If 1 married Judge
Wade I could at least have him for a
No—I don't like
family physician.
that! Of course I'm going with Alfred,
me—even

that an accident has made me anthe fact to the whole town before be even knows it himself, but
wherever 1 go that light in the room
with that lonely man is going to burn
in my heart
Hope It will throw a
now

nounce

glow

over

Alfred!

LEAF TENTH.

m

Dashedl

DO believe God give that
wise angel charge concerning
me lest 1 get dashed, but 1
Just got dashed anyway, and
if· my own fault, not the angel's. I
have Buffered this day until I want to
lay my face down against the hem of
his garment and wult In the dust for
I shall never be
him to pick me up.

m

able to do It myself, and how he's going to do it I can't see. but he will.
That dinner party last night was bad
1
enough, but today's been worse
didn't sleep until long after daylight

and then Judy came In before 8 o'clock
with a letter for me that looked like a
state document I felt in my trembly
bones that It was some sort of summons affair from Judie Wade, and it
was.
I looked Into the flrst paragraph
and then decided that 1 bad better
of
get up and dress and have a cop
roffee and a single e?g before I tried
io read It

Incidental

to my buth and dressing.

velghed and fonnd that 1 had lost
all l'oor of those laat surplus pounds
and two more In three days. Tboae
two eJ tra pounds might be construed
to prov-i lore, but exactly on whom 1
I

other women. 1 needed a tonic badly
this morning, and I got It
"Well, from ail my long experience.
she said as she seated herself

Molly,"

and began to hem a dish towel with
long, steady stabs, "husbands are Just
They
stick candy in different Jars.
but they all
may look a little different,
of
taste alike and you soon get tired
know
them. In two months you won't
Al
the difference in being married to
Bennett and Mr. Carter and you'll have
to go on living with him maybe
Luck doesn't strike twice In
years.
on
the same place and you can't count
losing two husbands. Al's father was
Mr. Johnsou'e first cousin and bad
Ho bad simore crochets and worse.
and
lent spells that lasted a week
family prayers three times a day,
though he got drunk twice a year for a
month at a time. Al looks very much

fifty

like him."

ute's silence, while I bad decided
whether or not I had better tell her
all about it (If a woman's In love
with her husband yon can't trust her
to keep a secret, but I decided to try
Mrs. Johnson). "I really am not enexactly to Alfred Bennett,

gaged
though I suppose he thinks so by now
If he has got the answer to that tele-

Hut- hut something has made
gram.
me—marie me think about Judge Wade
of
—that Is. he—what do you think
In
him. Mrs JohnsonV" 1 concluded
of
the most pitifully perplexed tone
voice

"All alike. Molly; all as much alike
John
peas in a pod; all except
Moore, who's the only exception In ail
the male tribe 1 ever met! His marrying once was Just accidental and must
be forgiven him. She fell in love with
him while he was treating her for tywhen his back was turned, as it
as

phoid.

own kindness
were, and it was God's
in him that made blm marry her when
he found out bow it was with the poor
thing. There's not a woman In this
lown who could marry, that wouldn't
but
marry him at the drop of his hat:
thank goodness, that bat will never
drop and I'll have oue sensible man to
comfort and doctor me down Into my
old age. Now. Just look at that! Mr.
Johnson's come home here in the middle of the morning and I'll have to get
that old paper I bunted out of his desk
for blm last night 1 wonder bow he

rrs funny bow
:ame to forget It Γ
Mrs. Johnson always knows what Mr.
lohason wants before he knows bimlelf and gets It before he asks for It!
Am she went out the gate tb$ post/in rnme In. and at the sight of an)tber letter my heart again slunk off
Into my slippers and my brain seemed
about to back up In a corner and refuse to work. In a flash It came to me
that men oughtn't to write letters to
women very much-they really don't

plow deep enough; they Just Irritate
the top soli. Γ took this missive from

Alfred, counted all the fifteen pages,
put It oat of sight under a book, looked
out the window and saw the ginger
barber coming dejectedly around to
the side gate from the kitchen—I knew
the scene he bad had with Judy about
the bottle encounters of the night beMr. Johnson shooed off
fore—saw
Sown the street by Mrs. Johnson;

saw

the doctor's cur go chucking hurriedly
In the garage, and then my spirit turned itself to the wuli and refused to be

say all

men

men

are

and

that you

cared whether you hurt people or not
but now 1 ece that you are Just the
same, and you'll take my baby away
if you want to. and I can do nothing
wide
to prevent It—nothing in the
world. I am completely and absolutely helpless. You coward, you!"
When that awful word, the worst
word that a woman can use to a man.
left my lips a flame shot up Into his
buru me up.
eyes that I thought would
but In a half second it was extinguishworld
ed by the strangest thing in the

—for the situation—a perfect flood of
He sat down in his chair and
mirth
shook all over, with his head In his
bands, until I saw tears creep through
I had calmed down so
his fingers.
I was about to begin to
that
suddenly
he wiped his
cry in good earnest when
in his
eyes and said, with a low laugh
throat:
"The ease Is yours. Molly, settled out
of court, and the 'possession nine
of the law clause" works in

points
some
man.

for a woman against a
Generally speaking anyway, the

cases

who can whispup belongs to the man
tle him down, and you can whittle Bill
from me any day. I'm Just his father,
and what 1 think or want doesn't matïou had better take him and
ter.
keep him."
"I intend to," I answered haughtily,
uncertain as to whether I bad better

give In and be agreeable

or stay [ireto cry In ense there was further
argument But suddenly a strange dlftldence came Into bis eyes, and be looked η way from me as he said In queer,

pared

hesitating words:

"You see. Mrs Molly, I thought from
your life wouldn't have exactHave you considly α place for Bill
ered that you bave trained him to demand you all the time and ail of you?
How would you manage Hill -and
now on

—

and other claims?"

[to

bk

co.TrijrtrxD.]

gigantTcTwater

wheels.

Creaking, Groaning Monsters That Enliven a City In Syria.
llama, lu Syria, says a writer in the
Wide World Magazine, is famed for
iLs huge water wheels, locally known
There are four of them,
is uaura.
and they are driven by the river Or·
ontes. which flows through the town.
Hach of the wheels bears a distin-

the visitor to the
of their presence
long before Ικ· sees them by the creaking and groaniug noise w lii< h greets

his ear. At tlrst It suggests a pipe oraud later a brass band practicing.
The wheels are built of a dark mahogany. which gives them at a distance the appeurunee of iron. The largan

gest of them boasts of a diameter of
seveuty-tlve feet and Is declared to be
the biggest water wheel in existence.
The naura are erected on what Is

asked her. will begin to talk about us.
Tom said come to you and you would
understand and fix it quick. He said
kiss you for him and tell you he said
Isn't
'Come on in. the water's fine.'
he a Joke?" And we kissed and laughed and packed a basket, and kissed
and laughed again for goodby. I felt
amused and happy for a few minutes

It's a very good
and also deserted
thing for a woman's conceit to find out
how many of her lovers are Just make
I may have needed Tom's
believes.
deflection.
Anyway, I don't know when I ever
1 was
was so glad to see anybody as
front
when Mrs. Johnson came in the
A woman who has proved to
door.
Is
her own satisfaction that marriage
tonic to
a failure is at times a great

the ends of the earth and leave us suffering. 1 have gone on and believed
that you were not like what the wo-

guished name, and
city Is made aware

words literally falling over themselves.
"Tom says you'll give us some of your
In
dinner leftovers to take for lunch
to
the auto, for we are going way out
Wayne county to see some awfully
I
fine tobacco he has heard Is there.
don't want to ask mother, for she
won't let me go. and his mother. If he

er

juleps, consequently
really happens! Graves' fork failed to hang fire, nis
have been the chamappetite is as strong as his nerves, and
Tom act as he did.

ever
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Tom about

is good
and re
cord the milk at each milking. This is
and revery easily done if milk scales
cord sheets are conveniently arranged.
This method not only furnishes an accurate record of each cow's work, but it
also enables the dairyman to tell at once
if anything is wrong with any oow in the
If a oow gives two or three
herd.
pounds of milk less than usual, it is noted instantly, and an effort can be made
There may be
to remedy the trouble.
several causes for a smaller milk flow,
y
as poor pasture, exposure to coid or
Ât
rate,
treatment.
any
rain, or rough
ni» matter what the cause may be, if tbe
KÏMed th· Poor Llttl· Qirl Cry Spot·.
milk is weighed regularly, a drop in the
before it
milk flow can be remedied
come over and Bleep In your bed with
has become permanent. It is urged,
blue ribbons on tbe poets and bare
therefore, that the milk be weighed at
with me. Molly."
eacb milking, that a sample for the but- you play
"Don't say that lover, ever again."
terfat test be taken at about tbe same
time each month, and that thia sample I said as 1 beut over him. "Your fabe a composite sample from four consé- ther is the best man In the world, and
cutive milkings.
you must never, never think of leaving

in
"Tbe farmer, because of an innate haall tbeir live·. The succès· of these tred for anything serpent-like, invariato make
farmer·
ought
German
thrifty
bly kills a snake when he sees it. So
"You can't eat
some others tbiok.
he slays one of his best friends,
doing,
and keep your
your cake, sell your cake,
for the reptile entera the field for the
can't
cake," says the old proverb. You
sole purpose of clearing it of the mice
be loose and unthrifty, rejecting sound which are playing havoc with crops.
aud
properacquire
rules and principles

practised

Democrat.

I

known as the undershot, principle—
that Is to say. they aro driven by the
water striking tbem ut their base.
They serve not only to eupply the town
with water, but also irrigate the ad-

jacent gnrdens.

The wheels never stop, summer or
winter, and day and night their creakIn the
ing and groaning are heard
summer months small boys may always be seen bathing In the river in
the neigh iwrhood of the wheels, and
for u small coin they will net In between the spokes of the wheels and al-

m min

I

^

>

low themselves to be carried around
of
many times or haug on the outside
the wheel and drop back into the water when halfway up.

*M« and you and Doc la a-going across
the ocean."
est me about It tills morning, and I
told blm all right and you could come
Lie said
with as It you was good
couldn't I go without you if you was
busy and couldn't come nnd I told hiin
and come
you would pat things down
it
Won't you. Molly?
If I said so.
won't be no fun without you and you'd
III?
cry all by yourself with me gone."
little face was ail drawn up with anxiand sympathy at ray lonely estate

ety

with him out of it and a cry rose up
from my heart with α kind of primitive savagery at what I felt was com
ing down upon me.
Without waiting to take him with
me or think or do anything but feel
deadly, savage anger, I hurried across
the garden and Into Dr. Moore's office,
where be was Just laylnf off his gloves

"What do you mean, John Moore, by
daring-daring to think you can go aud
take Billy away from me?" I demanded. looking at him with what must
have been such fear and madness In
as he
my face that he was startled
came clow to the table against which
His face had grown white
I leaned.
and quiet at my attack, and he waitnl
to answer for η long, horrible minute
that pulletf me «part like one of those
Inquisition machines they used to torture women with when they didn't
uiww any better modern way to do It.
*T[ didn't know Bill would tell you so
toon. Mrs. Molly." he said at last gentlooking past me out of the window

ly,

"I was coming over
I got bark from tills
Just
call to talk with you about it even
If it did seem to Intrude Bill's and my
affairs Into a day that—that ought to
be all yours to be- be happy in. But
Bill, you see, Is no respecter of-of other
happy days If be want»
into the garden.
as soon as

people's

them in bis

"

"Billy's happy days are mine, and
mine are his, and he has the heart not

BUILDING A RAILROAD.
What It Mean· When the Contractor·

Begin Operation·.

With the right of way established,
a great nriny of men enter Into the
tleld. The company does not build Its
own road. It Is turned over to contractors and Is usually let Ir. sections of
from 200 to 300 miles.
The contractor must live up to certain speclilcatlons, Just as though he
were building a house, and he furnishes everything—men, teams, machinery, food und material. Few people realize what this means. A contractor must be very near to a king.
For instance, there is the Hazel ton
It Is less
section in the mouutains.
Before a
than 200 miles In length.
single shovel or pick was engaged in

the building of this section lite con
tractors had to equip themselves with
a fleet of steamboats at a cost of $200,·
000.
They had to build scores of
camps at from $2.000 to $4.000 a camp.
Each of these centers had to be stocked with provisions, supplies and matebefore a builder was
Before these contractors
moved a shovelful of earth or tired «
single blast they bad spent over $0.·
rials

almost

brought in.

000,000

Each contractor's camp Is like a
small city, with its stores, hospital,
kitchens,
scores of sleeping shacks,
dining rooms, warehouses and barns.—
James Oliver Curwood in Leslie's.
The Rusclan Frontier.
Ono feature in which the Russian
frontier differs from others is the complete ignorance of those living near the
border of what lies beyond.
A correspondent of the Autocar says
that he called at the Automobile club
In Breslau, hoping to gain some infor"The members received me
mation.
most kindly and did all they could to

help, but explained that they never
crossed the frontier and had no flrst
Hand knowledge. The German customs
officer, living for ten years within
yards of Russia, spoke no word of Rusdiaii. aud the Ilusslans beyond the
■bain spoke no German.
me across nu ocean.
"There is a neutral strip some three
"Bill Is too young to understand
four yards wide between Russia
or
when be ts-ls being bereaved, Molly."
and (ierinauy, along which many Ruehe said, and still be didu't look at me.
to «bin sentries are posted, and mounted
"I have been appointed a delegate
ι Cossacks pass at short intervals, ridassociation
Medical
State
represent the
Sun.
ing the boundary'."—New York
London
in
at the Centennial congress
someand
month,
the middle of next
The Word "Poultry."
1
how I feel α bit pulled lately, and
Poultry, according to the definition
thought I would take the little chap
inYou given in one standard encyclopedia,
and have—have a •wanderjahr."
cludes "the whole of the domesticated
Peaches,
Mrs.
him
now.
need
won't
birds reclaimed by man for the sake of
and I couldn't go without him, could
flesh and their eggs." The word
their
would
voice
his
In
IΓ The sadness
from the I*atin "pullus." which
comes
mudit
let
have killed me If I hadn't
could mean a young horse or donkey
den me instead.
as well as a chick (the English "foal'*
"Won't need Billy any more?" I exIs akin to this», through the French
made
my
that
claimed, with a rage
But it is curious that
a fowl.
voice literally scorch past my Hps. "poule,"
has no French version, the
"Was there ever a minute In his life "|R)ultry"
or
dare Dearest equivalent being "volaille,"
that I baveu't needed Billy? How
of the
Ton are "oiseaux de basse cour," birds
me?
to
a
such
thing
you say
known low yard. German in its descriptive
cruel, cruel, and I have always
men
way knows poultry as "federvlch."
other
all
like
It—cold and cruel
cattle.
feather
life
the
wring
who don't m re how they
are
one and secure It to the sheet by
blood out of women's hearts und
With the
to do it
means of a little paste.
willing to use their children
Even the Iuw doesn't help us pressed clover the lettering should be
with.
and you chu made on the sheet beforu the leaf U
poor helpless creatures,
them to
placed on it
tak« our children uud go with
to leave me out even if you would
have him!" I exclaimed, a sob gathering In my heurt at the thought that my
little lover hadn't even taken In a situation that would separate him from

*!1

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Bethel.
members of Sunset Rebekah
The
Lodge end W. R. C. will unite In holding
» picnic in Dearborn'· g rote, Bryant
ALL
IN
WEEK
THE DOINGS OF THE
Pond, Thursday, Aug. 28th. They will
numgo by train and it la hoped a large
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
ber will be present.
Sunday, Rev. Mr. Chapman returned
from campmeeting and occupied his pulParis MIL
pit.
Virtu Uapllst Church, Be v. <i. W. Γ. HU1, pasMiss Lanemell of New York rendered
lor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. M.
service
a
solo most charmingly Sunday morning
Sabbath
evening
Sun.tay School at 14.
Miss
at 7:3u.
Prayer Meeting Thursday e .enlng at at the Congregational church.
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the laat frlday before
successAll Lanemell has a rich voice and a
the 1st Sumtay of the month at 2 2J0 f· M.
critnot otherwise connected are cordially Invited. ful future is predioted by musical
ics.
One of the pleasant social events of
Wednesday by special invitation, the
the week was the card party at the
frienda of Prof, and Mrs. Chapman, met
FollowBeeches on Friday afternoon.
who are guests in
musi- the musical celebrities
ing cards and tea there was a brief
at their charming Bethel home,
Bethel,
cal. There is always histrionic ability
the Mason family bas
Beeches. the old home of
among those gathered at the
transformation
"Mid- undergone a wonderful
season
this
rendered
have
They
and has become just the home the
summer Night,β Dream" and "As You
friends of Proi. and Mrs. Chapman would
Like It" most successfully.
tbem to have, wherein to receive
Ben ham Cottage is in the .bands of expect
their friends for they are most delightthe painters.
Refreshments were
ful entertainers.
An alarm of iire has terror* enough at
room and a most deand a served in the dining
of
in
time
and
time
drought
any
musical program was given.
terrors are lightful
very low water supply those
Seldom does a country village afford one
Such were the conditions
even worse.
the privilege of listening to such talentthe
was
awakened
by
wlieu this village
ed artists. The whole affair wan deWedneslast
bell
the
church
of
ringing
lightful and most enjoyable for all preday morning. The fire proved to be sent.
caused by a burning chimoey in the rent
Wednesday evenging Mr. Scott Wight
It had been smoulover the post-office.
gave the people of Bethel a musical
dering in the chimney probably for sevtreat, the artiste were Mr. and Mrs Ereral hours <is Mr. and Mrs. Bert Cole,
Miss Sawyer, sonest Hill of Portland.
who occupy the rent had smelled creoprano; Mr. W. S. Wight, bass; Rev. J.
sote and had risen several times during
A Belcher, tenor. The program was
the night and examined the chimney.
of solos, trios, duets and quarcomposed
the
About five o'clock in the morning
tette.
tire broke out between the kitchen floor
Mr. Henry Austin bas purchased the
and the ceiliug of the room under it. An
house on Vernon Street.
"Pingree"
the
newly
alarm was at once given and
The Free Masons made their annual
reorgan zed Paris Hill Fire Department
tr>p to the lake region and had a moot
sponded very promptly. Doles were cut enjoyable outing.
chemical
the
and
in the floor and ceiling
R«v. Robert and Mrs. Bruce, little
engine made short work of extinguish- Gertrude and Miss Brace came trom
a
been
soon
have
would
what
very
ing
auto as guest* of
The building is Norway Thursday by
serious conflagration.
Mr Longley of Norway, and called upon
old and had in years past been used as
friends here.
and the rats had leit
a general stote
Mr. Longley of Longley & But»!·, has
oat hulls between the ceiling and the
done the plumbing at Maple Inn and is
floors above, so that the flames once
now putting in the heating apparatus.
started in these would without doubt
Charles Davis will continue upon the
have spread over the building very rapstage route from Bethel to Errol.
idly.
Mrs. Mary Chandler of Denver, ColorMrs. Wilbur F. Lunt of New York,
is a guest at N. F. Brown's.
was the guest recently of her
eon, Geo. ado,
N. F. Springer and family have re
at
Mrs.
Thompson's.
Lunt,
turned home, having spent some weeks
Reginald Perry of New York is the at their cottage at Poland Camp
Mrs.
at
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
Lunt,
guest
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FOKBES,

&

ATWOOD

26, 1913

IWoprirttvr».

K'Htor* ami

A. K. Kokbks.

GtnKiiE M. ATWOOD.

TWIJ -#1JM a vear If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise f-.'.OO a year. Single copies 4 cents
All legal advertisements
ADVKKTUKJIKXT8:
are given three consecutive Insertion» for #1.50
—

conper Inch In length of column. Sueclal
tract* made with local, transient ami yearly
advertiser·.

New type, fast preface, electric
Job Pkintixq
low prices
power, experience*! workmen and
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.
MNGLE COPIE».
SI η «le copies of Thk Democrat are four cents
each
They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for t>ie convenience of patron-)
on
single copies of each Issue have been place·!
sale at the following places In tho County :
Howard's Drug Store.
South Parts,
ShurtleffN Drug Store.
Nove* Drug Store
Norway,
"•tone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster,
Kui'kAeld,
Mrs Harlow, Post Office.
Purls Hill.
Samuel T. White.
Went I'arls,

Coming Events.
Sept. 1 4—Maine State Fair. Lewlston.
conSept. >—Special state election, to vote on
stitutional amendments.
fair.
Sept. !), 10,11—oxford County
Sept. le, 17, IS—A U'lroscoggln Valley Fair,
C>tiit<>n.
Sept. it, 24—Oxford North fair, A adorer.
Sept. 30—Oct. 1, 2—West Oxford Fair, Fryeburg.
Dec. 2-5—Annual meeting Maine Dairymen's
Association, Lewlston.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Free.
» Notices <>f Appointment.
Crane's Writing Papers.
Κ Ν. Swett Shoe Co:
J. P. Richardson.
Corset News.
Sweaters.
I'arls Trust Company.
Z. L Merchant.
Probate Notices,
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Wasted.

Regiment Reunion.

OVEK FORTY SCRVIVORS

"BILLY

PRESENT

AT

MEKT3

MAINE

TIIK TWENTY THIUD
SOUTH PARIS

Thompson's.

AND

PUON*"

STIR

FIFE

AND

WITH

PATRIOTIC MEMORIES
DRl'M.

The veterans were wilh us Thursday.
The 2-"îd Maine Regiment Association
he!«l its annual reunion at Grand Army
Ilall. The old vets arrived in the forenoon and an excellent dinner was served
by the \V. R. Corps. The annual meeting was called to order by Comrade Ε
Η. Sawyer of Aubnrn, president of the
Association. Reports of the Secretary
and Treasurer were read the following
officers for the en^uiug year were elected:
I'res —Ε. H. Sawyer, 23 Goff St., Auburn.
Vice-l'ree.—T. T. tenklns, Wales.
Sec. and Treas.—Α. V. Warren, Bucktleld.
Chaplin—C. H. Tripp, Mechanic Falls.

The exercises of the afternoon were

I

as

follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.
3.
6.

Song and Chorus,

"Marching Through Georgia."
Letter of regrets from Com. Rev. Justin
X. Richardson of Denver. Colo.
Music, Fife and Drum, Comrades Hrldham an>! Warren of Itucktl Id.
Com. Warren played the drum that he
played In the regiment which was pre
sented to him by the Colonel and Line
< »Ulcers.
Coin. G. A. Whitman.
-Song
Remark·, Com Warren on visit to

Gettysburg.
Remarks, Com. Sawyer of Auburn,

'J.
10.
11.

PresMent of the Association.
Miss Marlon Gray.
Mrs. Cole.
Ashe of Lewlston.
Col.
Remarks,
Com. Grover of Harrison.
Remarks,
Remark', Com. Jenkins of Wales,

12.

Song and Chorus,

7.

Piano

ÎL •'ong,

colo,

—

Vice-President.

Mr. Whit m

in

and Mr·. Cole.

Music, Fife and Drum,
Comrailes Brldgham and Warren.
The members reporting present at the
roll call were as follows:
L I). Randall, Hebron.
Woodsom Davis, Poland.
S. L. (irlifin, Mechanic Falls.
C. VV. Dunham, Parte.
Shirley Merrill, Turner.
Charles Curtis, Anburn.
T. T. Judklns, Wales.
T. l>. Sorrls, East Llvermore.
K. U- Koblnson, Danville Junction.
W. D Pubdfer, Auburn.
E. W. Small, Fa mouth.
C. Fries, Falmouth.
Λ lire 1 Llbby, Harrison.
Benj. R. Durgln, Auburn.
W F. Alexander, Sabattls.
G. A. Whitman, I'arls.
Κ. H. Sawyer, Auburn.
It. F î'eal». Auburn.
•ie>> C«>le, Paris.
S. W. Mersey, Harrison.
W. L. Urovër.
Alonxo I. Tarr, Monmouth.
R. E. Rounds, Auburn.
J H. Young, Lewi·ton.
Hudson Knight. South Paris.
J. L. Flagg, Auburn.
Will Uray, South Parts.
C. S. Pen ley, Norway.
J. K. Ashe, Auburn.
Calvin McKenney. Turner
J. A. Record, South Paris.
J. F. Fuller, Oxford.
Frank Cox, Norway.
L. L. Jackson, South Parts.
A. F. Warren, Bucklleld.
C. U. Tripp, Mechanic rails.
Augustus Haskell, Turner.
8. E. Couant, Bucklleld.
Moses Kimball, Norway.
C. O. Holt, Lewsltou.

Auto

Trip.

By Eu T. Bobbins, Brldgeton, Ν. J.
On a beautiful day with no storm clou Is to mar,
We went rldlug through Maine In a Font tour*
lug car.
The wlii'l keen and bracing, the air fresh an·!
Ami

pure.
cuauiTeur
sure.

our

was

skillful anil

steady and

We crank up the engine, the horn sounds a blast.
We are off for West Paris and running so fast
That houses an<l barnes, rocks, fences am) trees,
AU ne·-m to rush past us as swift as the breeze.
We i>ass by Snow's Falls ami the old linen mill.
On th.· high gear we take the moat <iltllcult hill.
With the speed of the wind we pass over the

ground

An<l arrive in West Paris with all safe and
sound.
We then start for *umner and Labrador Lake,
Leavlnir :. great cloud of dust In our wake.
W« ;uoh by green meadows and great rocky
Past

ledges.
hay

Holds and

hedges.

orchards and beautiful

North Paris Is pas»ed wish Moose Pond on our
right.
With it» clear rippling waters, a beautiful el* ht.
We skliu through the hollows and over the
With

ridges
a cutter and

.oar we

passover the

bridges.

Over till'- and through valleys, flrst up and then
down;
We pass by the cross roads at old Tuetl Town,
Aud old Pleasant Pond—a beautiful scene
"'uriounded by meadows and foliage green.
Till at last we slow down and put on the brake
At the village of Sumner and Labrador Lake.
Some men prefer riding lieblnd a fa it team.
And some flke to go In a (lying machine.
But If 1 hid my choice 1 would rather by far
Take a ride In a tlrst class Ford louring car.

Reunion of 8th and 9th Regiments.

Tbe annual reunion of the S'h and Otb
Maine Regiments was held Wedueaday,
Aug. 20th at the old Abbott homestead,
Sumner, Maine, now the residence of
Carl Abbott by the heirs of Wm. Ab-

bott.

Dinner was served to one hundred and
their
sixtY-nine
veterans,
families,
grand-children and great grandchildren.
In the afternoon a program was given
consisting of addresses by Joseph Noyes
and Frank Brown, music by Ernest Stet
son, reading by Mrs. Otis Curtis, song
by Miss Doris Abbott
South Paris people present were Mr. I
aud Mrs Lauren Whitman, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Noyes, Mrs Miria Glover, Mrs
Winnie Poniey, Mr. Ed
Murcb, Mr.
Frank Taylor and family, and Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Abbott.

mo-ning at about 3:30
Tuesday
o'clock the business section of the village of North Anson was destroyed by
Are. Tne tire started from tbe explosion of a lamp in the kitchen of Hotel
Somerset. The agiirejfaie loss was variously estimated at 1125,000 to $150,000
on which there is insurance of about
one-half that amount.
extreme drought, this
being pronounced by the Chief Engineer of the Maine Water Storage Commission as tbe dryest August in many
years, forest tires have run over hundreds of acres of Maine timberland daring tbe past week.

Owing to tbe

to attteod ao afternoon eoolal given the
ladiea of the Mlllett neighborhood at the
home of Mra. Patch's brother, Jonathan
Mlllett.
Eva Tucker, Marlon Gnrtla and Laura
and Alice Barden baye returned from
Ferry Beach, where they have been doing table work at the Qulllen House In
charge of Rev. and Mra. D. A. Ball.
Mrs. Roacoe Tueil la
visiting hei
daughter, Mra. Lulie E. Bowker in Port
land.
Miaa Annie Schenk of Norway waa the
week end gueat of Mra. Sara E. Curtis.
and Mra.
Wheeler
Dr. and Mra.
Wbeeler'a father, A. F. William·, are enjoying a motor trip to Freeport, Bath
and Oakland, after a visit with the Doctor's relative· in Oakland and Waterville
they will return home accompained by
hia mother who will remain for a few
week· here.
E. D. Stilwell is again confined to the
huuse by illneaa.
The entertainment given under the
auspices of the L. S. C. of the Baptiat
church, Wednesday eveniug, in the
Orange Hall, was enjoyable and profitable, Mrs. Mary Baillie, reader, assisted
in the musical program by looal talent
presented ι he program. There waa alao
a good sale of ice cream and food.
Rev. L. W. Raymond baa been spending the week at Dizfield.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Mann and visitors
Mr. and Mra. Haines of Boston are spending a few days at their home at Bryant

Pond.
Mrs. E. W. Marston haa been receiving
a visit from her mother, Mrs. Swett of
Andover, and aunt from Boaton.
John Bryant from the Soldiers Home,
Togus, is visiting hit daugbtera, Mrs.
Emery, Mrs. Kannaugh and Mra. Billinga.

Dry

and

Mason.

dteary days.

AH signs of rain now fail.
The hay crop has beeo gathered in

Ε. Η. Morrill and J.

W. Westleigh

so, but while it is so bard on us here it
is still worse in Kausaa and Missouri; in
the former state they have asked Governor Hodges to issue a proclamation
calling for a day of publio prayer. The
governor declined and said be believed
in the efficacy of prayer but not in case
of flood or drouth.
Daniel Bryant has been poorly for
some time, and the last of the week became ao ill as to be obliged to take his
bed and call In a physician. He is now
out again but unable to do any labor.
Sunday his son-in-law, Scott Merrill,
wife and two daughters of Norway came
up to see him, then called here on their
return home till after sunset, to avoid
the heat; some claimed it to be tbe hottest day of the season.
Thanks to the lady who sent us a very
pretty card last Saturday, the 10th, containing the words, Birthday Greeting;
but will add incidentally, that in regard
to time she was ten days too early, eince
our birthday will not occur until the 20,
when we shall have reached our 83d mile

REAL

FOR

ESTATE

SALE

ïnd

^

ni'r.rTk "'!! bV1""'

Beeches.

K"est..uf

week*

Roy'

£r'

*LuG«Gi,rne"

?ο^νϋίΐ"^η'

NOTICE.

|i

I

Crane's

J.

PRINTED LAWNS mostly

are

expressive

You send

personality.

of

and

yourself,

can't go

want that letter to be

representative.

you

yourself

It is respect to

in

be

should

shape,

the 17c and

to

you

are

with

equipped
just

you have
cause

set for

for

price
in

Writing Papers

so

Crane's

is

wants

man

and

woman

stationery that
ordinary.

$3.50 grade
$3.00 grade

payment Immediately.
GEORGE E. CHILDS.
Aug. 19tb,19l3.
34-36

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of

a.

To all itersona Interested In cither of the estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of Aug., In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred anil thirteen. The following
matter having been presented for tbo action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby
Dkdkkku:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, bv causing a copy of this order to be
publlshod three weeks sic<v-sslvuly In the Ox
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to t>e held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of Sept., A. D. 1913, at 9 of the
:lock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If

C. B.

&

Norway,

I

Maine

FREE!!!

Collection of 50 old favorite so:igs.
Send for bargain list of second-hand

pianos and organ, and tee song collection will be mailed free.
LORD & Co., Masonic

Building,Maine.

Portland,

34-87

NOTICE.
in the District Court of ihe United State* for thDistrict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
NORMAN C. Mc INNIS
In Bankruptcy,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. 1
To the credltor'of Norman Mclnnes, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 23rd day 01
Aug. A. D. 1913, the said Norman Mclnncs
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the Hrsi
meeting ut his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South I'aiis,
Maine, on the 10th dnv of Sept., A. D. 1913, at 10
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time tbe said
creditor* may attend, prove their claims, appoint
!> trustee, examine the bankrupt, and tram-ac
such other business as may properly come be
fore said meeting.
8outh Paris, Aug. 23,1913.

J

WALTKR L. GRAY,
Referee Id Bankruptcy.

Paris,

are

only

er.

$2.25.
Blucher, Fit/.i

Walk

$2.95.

for

a

c

$2.50 grade

for

few of the many

$1.75, $2.00 gri.'.e

to be found here.

bargains

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO,,

Norway, Maine.

Opera House Block,

Telephone 3S-2.

ο

p
ictuJ IcMme&i)
,

Ilurtlncfto, Shorthand an>l Telegraphy Course» of thin
ΓΙ1Κl'oeltton
of Hiartlnif tliou-ari
Department ha* lici'ii llio

School

together with the ht».i

of young Men an
jn the road to a nucceenful career In the Huelne** VVorlil. What It ha* «lone f>»r olliera tt
l'ortlaml, llaugor u.
ible to eupiioee It can Ίο for you.
VVrlie for free CataloKUe.
Summer School at South Caeco.
Ci. I). HAKDKN, Treasurer, liar.»,
ΐ. L. 8HAW, I'reeMent, l'ortlan-1, Maine.
27-3'.»
ιιιο&ιιη

':·
Λ

U

λ

»u-

V

LADIES' OXFORDS
Warm weather will soon be here and
you will need a pair of Oxfords, my stock

has many

styles and qualities.

Ladies' Pat Button OxfordH Patrician

$4.00

....

$3

Ladies' Dull Caif Buttou and Blucber Oxford Patrician

5°

$3-5°

Ladies' Ru*set Button and Biucber Oxford Patrician

$3>oo,

Ladioit' Russet Button and Bluclior Oxford Mayfair
Ladies' Dull Button and Blucber Oxford Mayfair

3 .so

$3·οο

$2.50, 3.00
Ladies' Pat. Dull Calf and Russet Pumps
Ladies' Dull Calf and Russet Button and Blucber Oxford $2.00, 2.25, 2.50
....

$1.5°

Ladies' Vicl Oxfords Rubber Heels

Δ full line of Misses' and Children's Oxfords,

Pumps

and Banfort Sandals.

W. 0. Froth ingham,

Maine.

South Paris,

.Susannah B. Hamilton lute of Woodstock
leceased: win and petition fur probate thereof
presented by Elmer S. Mammon, the cxecutor
therein

nam

d.

4»cor|{e It.Hammond !ateof l'a:I .dtceised;
petitioned fur an allowa> cc out of personal es
lite prcsenten by tin ma L Mammon.
France· A Clark late of Hiram, deceased;
Uriel aceouut presented by Nettle Foss, adiu'n
Istratrlx.
Harriet M. Chase la'c of I'e u, duc^sc ;
link! account presented for allowance b> Geolg··
W. Chase, exeruior.
Lyman J. Davis la'.e of Wood, lock, decca.-cd;
for allowance by James
llrst account
4. Wright, admln strator.

presented

Lydla A. Haktr lute of Ruckfleld, deceased ;
Ursl hnd pi Ivate accounts présenté·: for allow
ince by Alvln S. Heasey. executor.
Charte· W. Partridge late of Norway,
leceascd; final account presented for allowance
liy Jamc? I.. Partridge and other, trustees un-

ler the will of said decnase I.
Emma L. Hammond of Paris, ward; pell.Ion for license to sell and convey resl estate
presented by John R. Hammond, guardian.

Louise J. Uarney late of Sumner, deceased ;
'ourtb account presented for al owance by L.
M. Robinson, trustee.
OIIt· 4>. Reed late of Mexico, diceased:
ietltlon that John Rend of Roxbury be llixnted
ο sell and convey real estate and dlst'lbutr. the
irocce''e presented by Mary L, Spofford el aU,
llvlsees tesldlng In different states.

Chrlatlna W. C. Rudden lete of Norway,
leceased ; final account presented for allowance
>y Eugene F. Smith, executor.

Rnpert L. Thompson of I.ovel', ward;
ietltlon for licence to sell and convcv real estate
•resented by Gustle T. Elliot, guardian.
IDDISON E. MERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D.PARK, Register.
4-36

RICHARDSON,
....

[StiBtusnç
ÛOofinG

These

i,

named.

A Modern Hardware Store.

South

Button and Β

Β!;λ

ar

wllI and petition for probate thereof presented
by Chester H. Lane, Jr., the cxecutor therein

■

J. P.

Evangeline,

$1.50, $1.75 grade $1.25.

Norway, decease·I ;

[letltfon for the appointment of Elmer L. Aldrtch
it some other suitable person as administrator
Ajax flakes, Unicorn,
also of the estate of said deceased, presented by said
Stock Feed,
Elmer L. Aldrtch, a nephew.
middlings, mixed feed, feed Augusta 91. K«te· late of Tarts, deceased:

barley, wheat, buckwheat,
feed, growing feed, dry
mash, shells and grit for poultry.
These are bought on a low market
and will be sold accordingly.

Μ 3β

NOTICES.

late of

and

Women's White Canvas Button

WALTER H. SWETT, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deccaaed, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and

nental gluten,
Schumacher's

$2.00

Over, $4.00 grade

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
FANNIE B. GUILDS late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, doceaeed, and given
All persons having
bonde ae the law directe.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make

We carry all the leading feeds in
the country, including cotton seed they sec cause.
meal, linseed meal, four x. conti- Alpheu· Fuller

Button

$2.50.
Russia Calf Oxfords

for

Evangeline,

Men's Russia Calf Oxfords Button and

Maine.

J'KO RATE

also

for

Women's

NOTICE.

t.

Russia Calf Oxfords

Women's

The Rexall Store

|

MAINE

who

is better

South Paris,

of Ladies'

NORWAY,

Chas. H. Howard Co.

(

Display

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

than the

|

yard.

ic, and

the month of August.

wide that expense need not be
There is a paper
considered.
for every

15c per

1

ttaTOur store is closed Friday afternoons during

yourself—be-

the range of choice

quality

now

New Fall Suits

supply

to

needs—whatever

your

20c

An Unusual

texture

the paper

to.'

To-day the Attention is Invited To

it

and shade.
We

r

(iOOU.S,

values up to 15c put in at SJ cents per yard.
RIPPLETTES and PLISSE the 15c quality at

and

courtesy to your frienda
make your stationery all

regul.

22c, 25c and 29c. priced 15c per yard.
A MISCELLANEOUS LOT OF WASH

worthy

a

colors

light

were

letter because you

a

of the estate of
ANNIE B. SWETT, late of Parts,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All |>ersons having demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the saine for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
EVA F. SWETT.
Aug. 19th, 1913.
34-3G

Hour,

WAISTS ami

5 cents per yard.
COLORED FIGURED DRESS MUSLINS :,,jtty
patterns 28 inches wi le value 12J cents now 7 cents ptr <!.
RATINE, SILK STRIPE VOILES and CORDS, t

goods, priced

Writing Papers

c.

scratch

,your choice 50 cents each.

Wash Goods

34-36

bran

$2.50

ALL SUMMER SUITS, COATS
DRESSES put in at sacrifice prices.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
lias been duly appointed administratrix d. b. n.

erously.

and

$1.37, $1.75

Agency,

Pastures are getting extremely
and poor feed for your stock
You should begin to feed them gen

WAISTS,

CHILDREN'S COLORED WASH DRESSES, email
mostly light colors, sizes 10, 12 and 14 years, values

must be Sold at Once !
Somebody vrlll get a bargain In this 90 acre all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
smooth, clean, level, near-uy farm; bandy to ment Immediately.
EVA F. SWETT.
Aug. 19th, 1913.
Norway or Soutb Parle, barn full of hay, lots of
wood and timber, land easy to till, all machine 34-30
to
devoted
raising;
poultry
mowing, partially
NOTICE.
bent of water, line set of buildings, all rural conThe subscriber hereby gives notice that he ha·»
veniences. Price to close out $1,350.
been duly appointed executor of the last will
Send for Catalogue.
and testament of
EVELYN A MANNING, late of Denmark,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All |>creone
The Dennis Pike Real Estate
having demands against the estate of said dc
ceased arc desired to present the same for setNORWAY, ME.
Tel. 35-3
tlement, and all Indebted thereto arc requosted to
make payment Immediately.
ALLEN M. MANNING.
Aug. 19th, 1913.

dry

A Sacrifice of Seasonable Stuff

lot

ι

and will call.
GEORGE M. ELDER,
South Parie, Maine.
3445

Successors to S. Β. and Ζ. S. Prince

WASH DRESS SKIRTS, small lot colored wash dress
priced 59c each.
CHILDRRN'S COLORED WASH DRESSES at
half price or less.

my former endorsement."
If your back aches—if your kidneys
bother you, don't simply ask for a

Live poultry of all kinds, sell at
your door and save trouble, express
and city shrinkage. Send a card

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

skirts values $1.00,

lefTs Drug Store and they gave me relief
in a short time."
LATER TESTIMONY.
Mrs. Harlow was interviewed or May
1, 1012 aod she said: "I am certainly
grateful for what Doan's Kidney Pille
bave done for me. I willingly confirm

W anted

'phone and Mail Orders.

entire line put in at money saving prices, $1.25 and
$1.50 qualities, now 95c each.
LINGERIE WAISTS, $1.00 values, now 79c each.

Mrs. Francis S. Harlow, Skillings Ave.
South Paris, Me says: "I have used
Doan's Kidney Pills and have always
found them a good remedy for kidney
and bladder trouble. Tbey certainly do
strengthen the kidneys and relieve backache. I was feeling a little bad recently
and knew that my kidneys needed tonic.
I got Doan's Kidney Pills from Shurt-

Sour

Qiven to

FINE CHANCE AT OUR LINGERIE

sufier from bad backs aod kidney ills.
Least any sufferer doubt this evidence
of merit, we produce confirmed proof
statements from South Paris people who
again endorse Doan's Kidney Pills confirm their former testimony. Here's
a South Paris case:

Seems a long time to endure the
awfnl burning, itching, smarting, skinas
"tetter"—another
dieease known
Seems good to realname for Eczema.
ize, also, that Dr. Hobeon's Eczcma
Ointment has proven a perfect cure.
Mrs. D. L. Kenney writes: "I cannot
sufficiently express my thanks to you for
Dr. Hobaon's Eczema Ointment. It
as cured my tetter, which has troubled
All druggists,
mo for over fifty years."
or by mail, 50c.
Pfeiffer Chemical Co.
St. Louis, Mo.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Prompt Attention

our

kidney remedy—ask distinctly for Doan'a
Kidney Pilla—the same that Mrs. Harlow
Qreenwood.
had—the remedy backed by home testiThe drouth has become so serious
mony—50o at all stores. Foster-Milburn
here tbat the crop· are badly affected,
Co. Props., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
the forests on the hillsides are turning
and
of
small
the
streams, SUFFERED ECZEMA FIFTY YEARSmany
yellow
aqueducts and wells are dry or nearly
NOW WELL.

took their teams into the woods Monday.
J. ▲. McKenzie bas a new borae,
fioe condition.
A. J. Hntcbioson bas finished baying
Mrs. W. D. Mills was in Norway one
«tone.
in Bethel.
I—»
Miss Hazel Kenniaon, who baa been
Tbe other day a butcher came here
Sewell J. Walker bas returned from
visiting her uncle, Douglas· Cushing, is and bought a veal calf, aod tbe caging of
Woodstock, where he has been haying.
now visiting her grandmother, in Northe animal wan such a novelty to the
Almon Tyler aud Mies Mildred Shaw
way from where she will return to her kids as to draw tbem all to the carriage
visited Old Orchard Sunday.
borne in Portland.
to see it. That of Itself was a mere
Clarence A. Tyler, Cleveland WaterEli Grover and wife and her two sis- trifle, but it reminded us of tbe way a
house and E'lward Mason are working
Mt.
on
Caribou
sers spent the week-end
lady recently became a vegetarian and
for H. N. Upton.
E. U. Morrill shipped a carload of this watt tbe way it happened:
If the drouth continues much longer
cattle a ni sheep to Auburn the first of
Tbe lady in question went out to inno one will dread the
coming of early the week.
terview a butcher with whom she wan
frosts.
men was pleasantly entertained by some
Dr. J. A. Twaddle of Bethel was in acquainted, who had collected several
Instead of watching with joy uthe
Mrs. Edward Grossman
of the «nests.
town recently.
calves and lambs for the slaughter, and
are mourning
we
growing"
green
things
of New * ark gave some very fine musiMiss Rosa Tyler has returned home said to him, "How can you bear to kill
the
over
yellow
things
dying.
Knickerbocker
cal selections. He v. Mr.
from Bolster's Mills and Norway, where those innocent and pretty little créaMrs. Elsina Coffin, who is 75 years
of Arlington, Mass., delighted all with
has been visiting relatives and turns?" "Why," said tbe man, "you
«he
suffers much pain from her broken
bis rendering of Dickens, and the read- old,
and friends.
couldn't eat them alive, could you?"
arm and dislocated shoulder.
was
Grossman
of
Mr
highly appreP. T. Westleigh sold his steers to Q. That was a poser; and then she declared
ing
Editor Forbes and bride have oar conclosed
one
of
the
hour
social
A
ciated.
D. Morrill of West Bethel.
that if those Innocent creatures were
aud best wishes. May they
most successful parties held at The gratulations
C. C. Bryant of Bethel was in town re- killed for ber, in part at leas', it was
sweetness and bliss of life
Beeches The floral decoratious were enjoy all the
time to abstain from eating meat; and
cently.
beautiful and artistic. The hostess Dr for many, many years.
Orneal F. Mills has returned from Au- elie has kept her promise.
Miss Bernice Grever of Bethel Dill is
Charlotte Κ. Hammond, dispensed hostor Mrs. J. E. Pike, who has long gusta.
Sumner.
C. P. Hutchinson was in Walerford
pitality most graciously. The Beeches caring
been a sufferer from a badly dislocated
is noted tor its lovely situation, the atand Harrison Sunday and Monday.
Mrs. Mary J. Newell passed away
tractive, homelike air that pervades the hip.
Weduesday morning after a long illness.
Isaac Knowlton of Brockton, Mass.,
East Waterford.
place and the congenial people one is who has been
She was the widow of tbe late Levi
with
George
boarding
there.
Keceutlv Adsure of meeting
Mr. John Burdett and granddaughter, Newell. She is survived by four sodb
Goodnow and wife for several weeks,
miral Wm Kimball of Washington, D.
Hiss Kutb Willey of Wakefield, Mass., aod three daughters.
She died at the
to Auburn to spend a few
bas
gone
m«<*t
interesting
Kue8te a
are at J. E. Mclntire's for a week.
Funeral was
home of her son Leslie.
with his granddaughter, Mrs.
weeks
humerhis
aud
'ts
on
people,
B. W. Sanderson has been with his Friday at one o'clock.
Herbert Hosmer, Jr.
*
"°"°e mm'
rlp["e
wife's people in Limerick a week. His
Mrs. Lydia Willey and daughter Edith,
Miss Alice Moore of Cambridge, M tee.,
wife and son returned to bis father's have returned to their home in Camtwo weeks
a pleaeaut vacation of
-Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Gordau of Wasb- spent
with him.
bridge, Mass.
of
and with her friend, Miss Ethel L. Allen, and
Mrs. Β. O. Mclntire and two children
Miss Nellie Foster of Boston is at
Miss Allen accompanied her to Portland
Kimball at "Old Brick."
Mrs. W.
are occupying a cottage at Peake's Island home on a vacation.
her return.
Auother of those increasingly popular oc
for a fortnight. Mrs. L. K. Mclutlre is
Mrs.
Mabel Blsbee Dyer and four
Mrs. Nellie Gribbin and two youngest
them for a few days.
Saturday afternoon teas was given last
children of Rockland are visiting her
of Portland, with
Merton
and
sons,
Claude,
house
Mrs.
week at the Country Club
by
Harold A. Tucker took Mr. and Mrs. parents Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bisbee.
visited their aunts, Mrs. Elsina Coffin,
Thompson and Mrs. Staples. A verv
L. E. Mclntire and Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
Mr. Martin has returned to bis home
Mrs. Sarah Brown and Miss Octavia
members
and
friends
of
attendance
S. Mclntire to Paris Hill Tuesday to at- in Bridgton.
arge
Grover from Saturday forenoon to Montennis
and
in
tond the field meeting. H. B. Doughty,
indulged bridge, croquet,
Mrs. May Thomas Smith Is visiting
afternoon.
lawn ;buwling, an English game pre- day
wife and son also attended.
her father, Caleb Thomas.
Ilarlan and Robert Dennison came up
sented to the Club by Mr. Case
from South Paris Wednesday to visit
North Stoneham.
proving very popular. On account of
Bryant's Pood.
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
the fair on Fr.day of this week, the reguBessie Skinner has finished work for
Ned R. Swan and Edward Peverley
of
the
their
before
departure
ar Saturday afternoon tea will be omit- Dennison,
Mrs. I. A. Andrews and gone to her were in the Magalloway region tbreo
new home in Anburu,
ted. Come to the fair on Friday in parents to their
home in Waterford.
days this week making a stop at WilIndiana.
stead
Everybody is invited and expectLyman Chute is moving hay from son's Mills and visiting tbe big dam.
ed to be present afternoon and evening
Harrison to bis place here which he
Bishop Kinsman of Delaware was tbe
Locke's Mills.
Dou t miss the Japanese tea garden and
at the Baptist church last Sabbought of Fred Warren.
speaker
of
arrived
at
home
the
A
the
and
the voting contest,
baby girl
"Pop CouEdna Pinkham from Fryeburg is vis- bath. Another visitor, Professor Kinder
20.
attractions.
other
νΛΓ1υ"β
Harvey Norton, July
wax present and acted as organist.
iting at Herbert McAllister's.
ce'1.
Mr. and Mrs. Carrol Brewster of Au'«"im'
J. C. Flanders and Marion Keith, from
William Andrews Is making repairs on
W.
B.
of
and
Mrs.
are
Mr.
burn
tbe
are
28th.
All
next
n..
guests
Thursday,
Day
Livermore Falls, visited bis uncle, H. B. the "corner house."
of
Riob
Bellows
Kand.
Mr.
the
Charles
meet
officers
to
mcers
invited
cordially
This has been a week of entertainMcKeen, Saturday, and Sunday. They
from three until live
Falls, Vt., spent last week at Outside came in his auto.
ments in our village and all very well pahas
boardJudge W. P. Potter and family arrive Ian.
Adams
H. M.
tronized.
twenty-seven
A party of fifteen from East Bethel, ers besides those in his
at their summer home here this «««it
cottages.
I. A. Hall returned to Pateraon, N. J.,
coming from Pennsylvania in their car! enjoyed au outing Tuesday on the shore
W. W. Durgin sold bis hay to Amos Saturday.
Frederick T. Case and Miss Adelaide of Round Pond.
McKeen of North Lovell.
Mrs. Eva Stevens of Copperville was
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Benson and Miss
lase joined the other members of the
H. B. McKeen is boarding two saddle in town Thursday.
family here last week, having juet re- Whitney of Portland are at Camp Com- horses for two of J. A. Andrews1 boardDaniel Bryant was quite ill last week
fort for the month of August.
turned from a trip to Europe
ers.
from heart trouble. He is now gaining.
was
Mr.
of
of
Owen
Demerritt
Knickerbocker
Worcester
K.
Ketchum,
Henry
a week-end guest at Elmer Cumroingsr.
hiM Parents,
West Sumner.
Norway Lake.
Mr. Fred Shaw aud family of PortKn.ckbocker, Bt The
On Wednesday, the 20tb, the reunion
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Uoyt of Hampsland, are at Camp Packard for a three of companies C aud F, Stb and Otb
head, Ν. Η visited at J. S. Smith's very
Misses Helen and Josephine Cole are weeks' vacation.
Maine Veterau volunteers met with the
A party of Bjy Scouts from Bethel, children of the late Wm. Abbott at the recently.
visiting friends in Wilton and Farming
"
Mrs. L. M. Howard of Bostou, Mass.,
are camping on the shore of South Pond
ton a few days.
old homestead now occupied by Carl is a guest at J. S. Smith's fur a few
There will bo a m eu'* foursome tour- near the Greeuwood road.
Abbott. The bouse and grounds were weeks.
nament at the golf links on Wednesday
Elden Hall is at home from Portland
prettily decorated with flags and buntNorth Buckfleld.
and Thursday of this week, and proba
ing. There was a large number present for a two weeks' vacation.
ίθϋ"οα,β
the
m'Xed
following
Mrs. Ariel Horton, Mrs. George Bra- Including sons and daughters of the vetMrs. Leonard Flint came to ber sons,
deen and Miss Abbie Kaene have recent- erans with their families. Dinner was C. A. Flint's, the 17tb, for a few days'
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Booth of Portland ly been the guests of Mrs. Celia Dun- served to one hundred and sizty-nlne, visit.
are guests at the Hubbard House.
ham.
Miss Addie Sbattuck is entertaining
many others comiug later for the afterBooth m a member of the law firm of
Miss Eola Swallow and Miss Helen noon exercises. Remarks were made by friends from Pennsylvania.
Verrill, Hale A Booth
Heald went to Sherbrooke Monday on a comrades Joseph Noyés, F. E. Wyman,
Miss Lucy Hall is a guest at David
Rev and Mrs. G. W. F. Hill returned visit to relatives.
L. B. Heald and W. W. Dunham, solo by Flood's.
from their vacation last week aud serviMrs. Will Hathaway aud Miss Flora Ernest
Stetson, "Marching through
Mrs. Eugene Flood of Farmlngton
ces were resumed in the auditorium of
Sawyer of Turner Center were at C. B. Georgia," the enoore being responded to visited there tbe 16tb and 17th.
the Baptist church last Sunday mornln* Keene's the 16th.
with "Maryland, my Maryland," reading
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tucker of Farm
after being closed for several weeks for
Uarvuy L. Boyden and wife of Nor- by Mrs. Hattie Abbott Curtis, singing by ington came to Benjamin Tucker's for
decoration and general reuovation. Next wood, Mass., also Mr·. Mary Tlleaton little Doris Abbott. Tbe audience join- a few hours tbe 17th. Alton Tucker of
ββ"^«· in and Mies Flora Record of Mechanic ed in
Sunday there will be special service*
singing Star Spangled Banner and Strong visited there for a few daya rerecognition of the work
Falls called on Mrs. Martha Record re- America. It was voted to hold the next
cently.
of Portl»nd, is a truest
reunion in tbe Universallst church in
cently.
C. F. Partridge of Rochester, Ν. Y.,
at the Hubbard House. Mr. Gurnett in
Adrian Holmes, who has been at- West Sumner.
called on bis mother and other friends
f°r the Β·'"» MUU tending the summer school at Orono, reΕ. I. Beck and family of Livermore are on Wednesday.
turned home Friday.
with Mrs. Beok'a parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. W. H. Kilgore is entertaining
®1'S8 Mary Pierce is spending a vacaJohn and Paul Howe of Norway have W. R. Glover.
relatives from Massachusetts.
tion at Old Orchard in company with been in the
Mrs. H. H. Chandler and two daugb·
place calling on relatives of
the Misses Myrtie Buck and Abbie Star- late.
Denmark.
tera of Brockton, Mass., are visiting Mr.
bird of South Paris.
Mrs. Delia Willis of Montreal la on a and Mrs. Horatio Chandler.
Misa Linda McAllister of Auburodale,
Mr. and Mm. N. A. Cummings are at visit at Mrs. Margie Farnam's.
Mass., a guest at tbe Denmark Inn, died
Brownfleld.
Mrs. Guminings old home in New VineMrs. Sam Eeene and daughter of Hartvery suddenly of paralysis of tbe heart.
a
fire
atarted
ford were at C. B. Keene's the 20th.
forest
on
the
yard for a visit.
Sunday
Her body was taken to Anburndale for
Mr. and Mra. Jacob Hittinger of Bel
plains land owned by Charles Hill. bnrial by Mr. A. P. Cobb.
moot, Mass., are guests at Elmhurst.
Albany.
Forest fires are rsglng In this section.
Owing to the response of men and boys
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Garland of
The long dry spell still continues, and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry T. Sawin and son it was soon put out.
B.
at
Merrill's.
Loren
Boston are guests
Harry Butterfleld and Mrs. Johnson the farmers are complaining on account
Glyndon were at S. G. Bean's Sunday
of low water.
and called on John R. Wheeler and attended the Cornish fair this week.
Oxford.
Mrs. Julia Bean and Mrs. Sara
Mrs. Holtbam and daughter have redaughter.
the
week
at
turned to their home in Lynn, Maas.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. T. Jndkins and fath- Whitney are spending
A large number from here attended
Park.
Ocean
The gypsy moth pickers are In town.
the lawn party at Welchville, Wednes- er were at their farm Wednesday. They
Irving Linscott and family are visiting
The sweet corn Is rolling pretty badly.
aay lots drier at Norway.
day evening.
in
Me.
friends
has
anto
track
Georgetown,
Work has been begnn on the library.
Harry Brown's big
Many acrea entirely spoiled.
It la understood that Mr. B. A. Taylor
Mr. John A. Braokett and family of
A public tennis court is being con- been making two trips a day to Bethel
ia
of
Df
Madison
to
take
we
will
what
charge
engaged
abook.
Wonder
church
box
with
Methodist
Lawrenoe,
Maas., are gnesta at Cottage
■traded in the
yard.
Brownfield
School.
next?
High
E. S. Head, Prop.
the
Eva
see
and
M.
Perkins
farm,
country
Mrs. A.
daughter
going through
Miss Lnclnda Wentwortb baa returnMr. and Mrs. J. F. Guptill are at Stow
are stopping at Otis Perkins*.
id from Lowell, Mass., to her borne in
Fred Gammon is working at the Ox- with his parents.
Mrs. W. I. Beckler has been to An- this village.
ford Spring House.
J. L Frink continnes very feeble.
I have a touring car and will carry
Leon Crockett is working for Mr·. bora and Lewistoa.
Rev. Mr. Hoyt occupied the pulpit at
John Wheeler and Shirley Haaelton
at any time at reasonable
Loaisa Richmond.
parties
the Universallst church Sunday afterThe Sunshine Club held a lawn party are cuttiog the hay on Joho Adam·'
rates.
ιοοη.
Tuesday evening at Mr·. Albert Willi·'. ! meadow.
KEITH
FIELD,
The public library bas purchased quite
Rain Morrill has finished pealing on
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder are atopplng at
8544
West Paris, Maine.
<
ι lot of new books.
the Mason lot
:heir camp, Pinehuret.
I

fod Mr!»9 \

store·.

end of tbe atreet below tbe Smith bouae
Rev. H. Stubenvoll of Allison, la., in
at present.
Dr. Klng'a New Life Pilla for
praiaing
M lea Grace MoDaniela of Oorham, Me.,
writes:—"Dr. King's New
constipation
la tbe guest of Mr. and Mr·. Lntber Irish,
Life Pflls are such perfect pills no borne
Mies McDanlele baa been tbe popular and
should be without them. No better
•uoceesful teaober in tbe primary school
for the liver and bowel·.
for two yeara and goea to Bumford, tbla regulator
Every pill guaranteed. Try tbem. Price
fall.
26o. at the Cbaa. H. Howard Co.
Mr. and Mra. W. H. Bridgbam and Mr.
Mrs. ▲. F. Warren attended tbe reunion
THE BEST PAIN KILLER.
of tbe 23rd regiment at South Pari·,
Buoklen's Arnica Salve when applied
Thursday.
to a cut, brniae, apraln, burn or acald, or
J. E. Warren attended the session· of
other Injury of the skin will immediately
the Maine Undertaker· Aaaoolatlon at
remove all pain. Ε. E. Chamberlain of
Auburn Wednesday and Thursday.
Me., say·:—"It robs cute and
Clinton,
H. A. Murcb was in Boston this week other
of their terrors. As a
injuries
attending the National Monumental healing remedy its equal don't exist."
Sessions Monday, Tuesday and WednesWill do good for you. Only 25c. at
day.
Cbae. H. Howard Co.
Miss Beth Atwood closed her cottage
at Falmouth Foreside Thursday and will
Twice-Told Testimony
be the guest of Miss Myra Irish fora few
weeks.
Buckfleid Orange will have a field day 8outh Paris
People Are Doing All
at Libby's Grove Tuesday, August 26
Can for Fellow Sufferer·.
They
Two Hebron granges, East Sumner and
North Buckfleid granges have been inSouth Parla testimony bae been pubvited. Speaking, music and sports will
lished to prove the merit of Doan'a Kidmake things lively for all comers.
Mr. Frank Berry returned Saturday ney Pills to others in South Paris, who

Mrs. F. H. Packard baa returned from
the C. M. O. Hoapital and ia improving
Mrs. Alden Day ia in very poor health.
News has been received here of the crltical illness from typhoid fever of Mr·.
Hannah Hammond Kenney of Stratford
Hollow, Vt.
Mrs. Nellie Hammond is visiting her
sister Mrs. Charles Curtis.
There will be a lawn party under the
auspices of the Good Will Society,
Wednesday evening, Aug. 27, at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin J.Mann, day.
Miss Mildred Holland went to PortMain street. A good program will be
land Monday for a visit with her slater·
be
for
will
and
cake
cream
Ice
given.
Mrs. Jewett and Mrs. Blair.
sale.
Mr. Whitmore the new
Annie, the little daughter of Mr. and of the Buckfleid, Hebron, superintendant
Hartford disMrs. Ernest Curtis fell from a tree Fritrict has moved bis family into tbe C. S.
day afternoon and although no bones Childs' rent, and will enter at onoe
upon
were broken abe sustained severe brusiee
bis duties.
and is Buffering badly, vomiting and

was taken ill again and
Thursday sub
mitted to a second operation from which
he was too weak to rally. Mr. Capen
was seventy-three years old and leaves a nausea.
widow, one son and four daughters. He
East Bethel.
will be especially missed in bis home
where he bas always been a most devotMr. G. M. Bartlett is working for Z.
ed busband and father.
W. Bartlett.
Gould Academy opens Sept. Oth and
Mrs. Lizzie Simpson and daughter
the village schools Sept. 8th.
Eleanor, and son Kenneth of Boston
were recent guests of Mrs. Susie Bean.
West Bethel.
Recent guests of Mrs. Lucetta Bean
"IJot Summer came, ami all the world
were: Mr. Ronald Lapbam and aister,
Was dresse t In waving green;
Miss Ethel Lapbam of Norway, and Mrs.
One at a lime the butté unfurled,
Geo. Armitage of Lawrence, Mass.
And promised fruits were seen.
Mrs. S. E. Rich, Miss Jennie Rich and
The clouds kept drlftlug through the sky ;
Mise Barbara Rich of Berlin, Ν. H., wore
The nights were calm and clear;
One at a time the brooklet·) dry,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bean the
And glaring sunbeams sear.
past week.
The panting, whispering Summer breeze
Miss Hazel Sanborn is visiting bei
Awake ed clouds of duet,
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. KimAnd fanned the wheat like billowed seas
ball.
Above the earth's dry cruet.
Mr. A. G. Rich, optometrist, of AuThe gasping flowers withered, died;
Great pastures dressed In brown;
burn, Me., recently canvassed this place.
The song-birds In ihe wlldwood cried;
He was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
All nature seemed to frown.
Bean.
The white cappcd clouds tossed to the lee
A party of young people enjoyed a
And almost promised rain,
bay rack ride to Locke's Mills and spent
Then sailed away like ships at sea,
the day camping last Tuesday.
And all was clear again."

Constipation causes headache, Indigestion,
I, opening
dizziness, drowsiness. For a mil
box at all
medicine, uu Doan'a KoguUts. 25c a

beautiful flowera.
Fond.
or
Mrs.'C. C. Dearbobn.
Mr. Jatnea W. Emery of Cambridge,
Never can tell whun you'll mash a finger
Mrs. Ε. H. Brown.
suffer ■ cut, bruUcd, burn or scald. Be prepared.
Oil.
Mae·., bas been witb Mr. D. Emery for a
Eclectic
Thomas'
Thousands rely on Dr.
E. H. Judkins.
few days.
Tour druggist «ells it. i&c and SOc.
Weat Parla, Ue., Aug. 18, 1913.
Tbe road crew nnder Ε. E. Conant has
on
tbe
of
road
atate
oompleted
atrip
PRAISES THIS LAXAElm 8treet making a âne peice of road. MINISTER
TIVE.
tbe
are
on
bill
at
tba
They
working
clay

from a ten days outing at Birch Point
with Herbert Marstou of Brunswick.
Dr. A. E. Cole and family went to
Bailey's Island, Friday in their auto Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Warren and family will
join them Saturday for a week· outing.
Mr. and Mrs. V. K. Brackett bave returned to town for the school year Mr.
Brackett having been reelected principal
for another year.
Miss Mildred Gould of Freeport is visiting her grand parents Mr. and Mrs. O.
E. Waite.
Mrs. M. E. Lincoln has returned from
a visit witb relatives in Waterville and
Lewiston.
Mrs. Gertrude Blair of Portland was
with Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Holland Satur-

■

daction·.

We dMlre to expre·· oar deep felt
Mr·. A. D. Pope of Brockton, Uw ,
Karl Adam· of Watertown, Mas·., bu
for the kind·
bu been the guest of Mr. and Mr·. Thoa. gratitude and appreciation
tie
bMD the guest of bla grandmother, Mra.
neas, belpfalneaa and sympathy given
Beoord.
Sara S. Cartla.
in
onr recent aad experience·, especially
here
have
from
of
ladiea
▲
young
party
Mra. Harry Patob and little daughter,
and for the
been camping for a week at Worthley in onr present bereavement,
Mary Elizabeth, went to Norway Friday

Ww D^VrtgUMta

Thirteen comrades died during the
year.
The association tendered a vote of
thanks to the ladies for their excellent
dinner, to Wm. K. Kimball Poet, No
14$, for the use of their ball, and to all
who had assisted in the entertainment.
An

j

A party of the young people spent a
few days the past week at the Whitehouse cottage at Panther Poud in the
town of Riymond by invitation of Mrs.
Kobiuson and enjoyed a fine outing.
Rarely has Academy Hall been filled
with as 1 arge an audience as gathered
there last Tuesday evening to witneas
the presentation of the drama, Brookdale Farm, by members and friends of
Paris Grange. The play has plenty of
thrills, plenty of comedy and plenty of
tragedy, and was presented with the
marked ability that has characterized
the same players in previous performThe play was given as a benefit
ances.
to the new Grange hall now in process
of construction on Maple Street in South
Paris, and everybody turned out. The
seating capacity of the hall was considerably over-taxed. A dance followed
that lasted into the small hours.
A hav-rack load and others by private
conveyance attended the Baptist Sunday
School picnic at the Penley Grove near
South Paris last Thursday aud as usual
had a first rate time.
Great preparations are making for the
aunual fair of the Paris Hill Country
Club at its house aud grouudn on Fridayafternoon and evening. Besides all the
usual features of such occasions, several
noveltios will be introduced including
voting contests of uovel character.
Mr. aud Mrs. Chandler Garland of
Bostou are guests of relatives in South
Pans and Paris Hill. Mr. Garland was
for many years a well kuown resident of
Paris.
Kimball C. Ac wood and Kimball c.
Atwuod, Jr., oi New York were guests
at George M. Atwood's last week
On Friday of last week, "The Beeches,"
the well kauwu summer resort at Parie
Hill, was the scene of a very pleas inu
The afternoon hours were
(unction.
spent in card playing in which many invited guests participated with the house
guests. After the games a delicious repast was served, and in the evening the
company uf over tlfty ladies and gentle-

grounds.
Thursday evening Mr. Edward Capen
passed away at his borne. Three weeks
ago Mr. Capen underwent a serious surgical operation but bad gained so as to
be around the bouse. Wednesday be

Still Mills* sommer mit· At Urge reMany good trade· left oome
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to leave know who is best qualified
handle their estate. We keep to the penny, an
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water about alx month· of the year.
More or leaa hand work waa done that
could have been done by machinery bat
Misa Lucy Greeley of Portland ia the DAlfAOE SUITS OF KENNEY AND CUM- for lack of power. An electric motor waa
The wltneaa differed with
guest of Charlea Batea.
M1NOS MANUFACTURING COMPANY VS. ioetalled.
Mr. Cummings teatlmouy aa to the relaMrs. Walter Maxim and eon, Murray
SOUTH PABIS VILLAGE COBPOBATION
tive value of electricity and water power
Bigeiow, have been visiting ia Old OrVERTB1KD BKKOHK COMMISSIONERS.
for making casting·.
chard.
John Wight, an employee, said there
DICT SEALED TO BE OPENED AT OCTOLucile aod Beroie Bdgerley of Haatbad been plenty of water power daring
BER S. J. COUBT.
ioga are visiting their aunt, Mra. Luther
April, May and part of Juoe and in the
Hoilia.
fall. Sometimes tbe storage dam would

Ethelyn Be«de of
of Lula Davie.

Phillip*

la the gneat

The Water Hearing.

fill in one
night and sometime*
it took a week or more to All. Helped

All day Thursday was devoted to the
Harold Bennett ia entertaining hia
brother Carroll, and father, Mr. Down·, trial of the damage suits of Almira J.
from Canada.
Kenney and the Cummings Manufacturing Company vs. South Paris Village
Mr. and Mra. Fred Packard of Turner
Corporation. These suits arise out of
were week-end guesta of Mr. and
Mra. the installation of water works by the
Harold T. Briggs.
defendant and the consequent diverting
which bad
Harry B. Ayer and wife of Biddeford of the waters of Stony Brook the
plainwere goeats of Mr. and Mra. A. D. Park been used as water power by
was before
Sunday. Mr. Ayer ia Begiater of Pro- tiffs. The hearing Thursdaythe
a commission appointed by
Supreme
bate for York County.
Judicial Court in an appeal from the
Mr. aod Mre. W. J. Wheeler, Mr. and
County Commissioners and consisted of
Mra. Roy Cole and Misa Margaret Baker Richmond L. Melcher, of Rumford, Eben
took a three daya' auto trip around the S.
Kilboro, of Bethel, and Charles G.
White Mountaioa laat week.
Counsel for
Knight, of Waterford.
of
Mr. and Mra. Philip Bonney and little plaintiffs was Hon. Alfred S. Kimball,
C. Wheeler, of South
daughter Priciila of Auburn are here Norway and Alton
Walith Mr. Bonney's parente, Mr. and Mr». Paris. Counsel for the defendant,
ter L. Gray, of South Paris, and Hon.
Walter L. Bonney, for a abort stay.
Addison E. Herrick, of Bethel.
Rev. Milton McAHster and family reIn the forenoon the commission and
turned to their borne in Ëliot Monday
counsel, with other interested parties
morning after a visit of two weeks at was taken in automobiles to the sources
the home of Mra. McAlister's parents, of
supply of the South Paris Water
and Mr*. Ο. E. Barrows.
Works, tho Cooper Spring brook and the
the
The cement work on the new bridge Stony Brook and to tho reservoir of
It must
over Stony Brook, near the foundry, was defendant near W. S. Austin's.
of the
completed the laat of the week, there is be admitted that ininthe pinch
years the party
It is most severe drought
atill some grading to be done.
needed no life preserve, s to prevent
now open to foot travel, but will have to
be "seasoned" a while longer before drowning.
At one o'clock the hearing opened in
teams can pass.
the Supreme Court room and continued
Grand Concert.
into the evening.
Edward Hatch, an employee for eight
A
BAKE MUSICAL FEAST AT DEERIKG years of the Kenney mill, testified that
previous to the installation of the South
MEMORIAL CHt'HCII LAST MONDAY
Paris Village water works there had
EVENING.
been sufficient water to run the machinée
to about the first of AugW. S. Wight's concertât Deering Me- generally up
ust and a part of the time in August, as
morial Church last Monday evening watt
the upper dam of the Cummings Manuone of the finest musical concerts ever
facturing Company was used for storage :
given in this village. It was well appre- but that the
power did not hold out
in atciated by the few that were
as loog since the water works
The concert will probably nearly
tendance.
were put in.
not be duplicated in South Paris for a
George W. Pratt, a former employee
long time, so it is regretted that so few of the Kenney mill thought there was
were present.
sufficient water to run constantly up to
It is unneccesaary to say much conabout July but later they bad to shut
well
ia
too
aa
he
S.
W.
Wight
cerning
down some and wait for the water to
known,
having previously conducted accumulate. A steam plant to tide over
Mr.
concerts and singing schools here.
the summer months was installed durWight was ably assisted by Mr. and Mra.
the time he was employed.
Ernest J. Hill of Portland, who were ing
A. E. Morrison, an employee, since
very pleasing to the audience and re- 1906
thought that after the installation
ceived much applause during the evenof the water system the power for the
ing. Professor Chapman baa the ser- Kenney mill gave out about two months
vices of these artists in bis Musical Fesearlier than previously. Said the differtivals and concerts and Prof. Chapman
was
noticeable but could not
ence
was
Misa
has only stare. The soprano
remember how the summers compared
who
of
Florence Sawyer
Portland,
sang
for amount of rain fall.
very well and was much applauded.
William E. Kenney had been employed
fBOORAII.
off and on in the mill for ten years. It
Plneutl
Spring Song
was operated entirely by water power
MIm Sawyer, Mre. Hill, Mr. Hill, Mr. Wight.
A gasoline
Puccini when he first worked there.
Chi Gellda Manlna,
Mr. H 111.
engine was put in six years ago and afWalU Song,
Sunlight ter two
years was taken out and a steam
MUe Sawyer.
Ulldoch plant installed for extra power. Thought
Now Thou art My Own,
Mr. Wight and Mre. Hill.
the water power could be used greater
Felton
Song of the Forge
part of the time up to the first of AugMr Wight.
Chadwlck ust before the water was diverted; eince
(a) Bedoln Love Song
Homer
(b) Mammy'» Lullaby,
tbeu they were seldom able to use water
tfond
(c) Flower Bain,
Expower much later than June tenth.
Mrs. Hill.
Tlrrlndelll tra cost of running by steam amounted
(a) Only You,
Scott to several dollars a day.
(b) Secret,
Bullard
(c) Border Ballad.
Tellis Thlbedeau, a farmer living near
Mr. H11L
Newton Stony Brook, had noticed considerable
(a) April Song,
Lohr difference in the flow of water since the
(b) Night Ha· Sent Me Many Rose»,
Cluteon
(c) The Country Wedding Song,
Previously
waterworks were installed.
M lee Sawyer.
Bal
there was always a fair sized stream beExcelsior,
Messrs. Hill and Wight
low the dam, "a good, respectable fishMeyobar brook" but "there isn't water enough
Lleto Slgnor,

repair tbe npper dam in 1908.
N. Dayton Bolster and Cbas. W. Bowker were called to give opinions as to tbe
value of the Kenney and Cummings

til subject· In one place nor In'·· single
it is
year. In Oxford County this year
devoted to apple growing. During the
summer the director plans to visit the
farms chosen for the demonstration
work at least once in two weeks. There
is vast difference between going into a
section and delivering a lecture and sending a man who every two weeks must
must face bis own work in an orchard.
If it is worth while for the United
States to train λ large body of men to
is'nt It
discover agricultural truths,
worth while to take these discovered
truths out and put tbem at work? We
need a plan to do this. Lectures and
bulletins spread the truth but this extension work puts It at work; a vast diffΘΓΘΠCÔ
The University of Maine became interested In this farm demonstration work
about four years ago. It was unable to
the entire state therefore four
cover

CORSET NEWS

NORWAY.
Moses P. SMlea ha§ purebred
Overland auto of Frank II. Beck. It
le a beauty and is driven by Richard.
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian W. Hill· attend
a family reunion at Rockland about the
Tbey go to
the first of September.
Waldoboro by auto Sunday. Tbey will
visit Union and other place· before their

Capt.

an

NEMO CORSETS
Nemo Corsets

return.

has bought out
will assume the
care and support of Mrs. William W.
Twombly at her home place on Deerlng
Street. Mr. and Mrs. John C. Twombly
will move to Portland, where Mr. Twombly has an excellent poaitlon with a shoe
firm as cutter.
The road commissioner haa been at
work on the state road near the corn
shop on Water Street during the week.
Edward W. Dyer, who has for some
weeks run the Elm House dining room,
has sold his business tolNelson S. Hinds
of Rangeley,who took possession on Saturday afternoon. Mr. Dyer will engage
in other business.
Charles R. Partridge of Rochester, N.
Y., wa· in town during the week and
made bis people at the lake aebort visit.
Mr. Partridge is a Norway boy and is
ennow, as be has been^for twenty years
in the manufacturing of shoe

Joseph P. Milliken
John C. Twombly and

taking the lead,
always worn

are

once worn
Every Nemo Corset
triple stripe

has the

patented

and exclusive

before and after the installation
of
reenforcement. The
Nemo
of the Village Corporation Water worka.
>> a.ro
e*pr«*e•1),lâllT·
is
bottom
and
each bone and steel, at top
»i:vexceplâuu«Uy. 1·Ρ· *Mr. Bolster thought tbere had been a
Be*° aod f*mi|y »re spending
«
m.. f*i>re«. ''·"»■
Sunday
t
1
.»
their vacation at Bailey'a Island.
depreciation of about one-third in tbe
three thickness of material. Bones and steels are prem·
Bowker
.«urtto*·
value of the real estate and Mr.
Kennebec
Lewis Bacon of Brockton, Mass is
cur bo η*».
from cutting through at the top or bottom of the
vented
Cumberland,
counties,
Oxford,
thought there had been no depreciation.
the
,Ιβ" oi W· B· *°d Chaa.
The commission then adjourned to and Washington, were selected for
Nemo Corsets out wear
That is one reason
course.
Edwards
The General Education Board
seven o'clock in the evening when the work.
all other corsets.
and
furnish funds to pay the bills but it is
made
were
of
connsel
arguments
Pomona Grange will visit Albany
that the
after consideration the commissioners hoped it will prove so successful
The latest Nemo inventions Lastikops Webbing and
' "*
Tue,d*'10
of Maine will ask the legislature
gave a sealed verdict that will be opened people
it
extedd
to
Cloth have actually revolutionized corset
Kev. C. ·· 9P*a*·
at the October term of the Supreme Ju- to furnish funds necossary
Lastikop
to all the Maine counties.
Benjamin Swett made a trip to Bingor
dicial Court.
in a
and placed Nemo Corsets still more
has
it
making
where
south
in
the
work
This
the week ω(1 returned with a
'•''lllî'fW"
results
shows
in
from
secure
been
alone
Maxwell car.
class
practice
longest
Farmers' Field Meeting.
that we cannot afford to overlook. Pre« tV
Rev. A. T. McWhorter and his family
*\
β- A
I>*Tto, Paetor.
vious to this work in its boarders the
returned home from their vacation trip
LABOE GATHEHINQ AT THE CASE FAKM State of Louisanna alone was purchasing gaged
Saturday afternoon.
from out- lasts.
WITH INSTRUCTIVE ADDKESSES AND sixty million bushels of corn
A much needed walk from Main Street
side whereas last year they had eighty
Walter Abbott of South Attleboro,
Α ΟΟΟΙ) TIME.
to the High School building is being put
sell.
to
bushels
million
a
was
his
brothrecent
at
Gore
Miller.
guest
rch, Kev Chester
in by the school officers.
; ncrrlce every Sunday M er s, Everett Abbott.
Already we are getting results beyond
The buinding corner Main and Tan;
Our
School at is*. VP.C.U.
It did not assume tbe proportions of a the demonstration farm itself.
„
Mrs. T. S. Barnes and Miss Helen
Streets, known as the "Bassett
county fair or a general muster but it plan is to make it an object lesson to nery
Barnes returned Tuesday from Portland
is being repaired and painted.
νΓΒΙ> WHTISO».
bore a resemblance. Early in the fore- the farmers. Tho object is to bducato store,"
The buildings have been built for several
Be*uiar after a visit of a week.
Lod*e. So. 94.
noon all rôads leading to tbe Case Farm, all the farmers; to set scientific farming
fullmoon.
before
but with the exception of a very
v^nlnionor
a half mile north of Paris Hill, were Ail- up and at work in a community in such years,
Richard York and sister, Mies Mabel
It means something because every sec«t.·» lodge. regular me«have been vacant. It is re- is α name that means something.
ed with every variety of conveyance a way that it shall spread from orchard short time
of eack weea—Aurora » ork of I.ewiston are guests of Misses
and
leased
that has been made, has been careCorset
boen
of
have
that
tion
and
they
every
': .nlrd Monday evening»
every gore
from bay-racks to automobiles loaded to orchard and from farm to farm. Un- ported
Hope and Helen Davis.
TO FIT THE FIGURE
and as
dinners and these less it accomplishes tbls the work is not the property will soon be occupiod.
and
with
put
fully
designen
picnic
people
e -an Kebekah Lodge, No.
Mn. Amanda Curtis, who has been
Lester Cowan and wife of Rumford
io turn loaded with dost.
worth while. If it fails to take the agriA
GLOVE.
LIKE
fourth Friday· ot each
of Dr. and Mrs. B. F.
caring for Mrs. Bert Curtis, has returnThe "Long Look Farm" or "Case cultural truths that have been discovered were the guests
successes with the sime workThis season's models excel all
No. Mfc ■«· ed to her home at West Parie.
Farm" as a new sign board announces, and actually put them at work on the Bradbury over Sunday.
for more than
stood
returned
has
has
that
years.
Brooke
Murday evening* of each
A.
Mrs.
George
and
comis
is one of the beet in Paris
farm, I do not hesitate to say that it a
There will be a Good Cheer meeting at
to her Water Street home after a two
Ladle* of the G. A
mands an unbroken view of tbe great failure.
.'I
Mrs. L. E. Bean's on Pine Street Wedwith her mother,Mrs. W. H.
.ntrd Saturday evening» of|
western panorama of scenery that has
An adjournment was here taken for weeks1 visit
nesday afternoon at 2 v'clock.
Josie Warren of Coran ! Arm* Hall.
made Paris Hill the center of a large dinuer aud picnic parties were scattered Warren, and sister,
e·ham Wain Cain Ρ meeu
She alec visited her brother AmWalter
Matthews of St.
Albans,
the
summer population. The farm Is own- about the lawns and fields surrounding nish.
full
of
the
after
.ight
| Marne, a student at Harvard Law School,
Ν. H.
ed by Mr. Charles L. Case, a very suc- the well kept buildings of the Case Farm. brose at Nashua,
At the Algonquin Club meeting Tues<t-an*e,aM.euflri>t aad thirl •a a guest at W. Κ Clifford's.
business man, and his Mr. Case had generously provided hot
York
New
cessful
tb. in «J aune HaU
1
officers were
farm superintendent, under whose man- coffee for the multitude and transpor- day evening the following
m l and fourth Mondays of |
\\alter Abbott anil family returned
this farm has been brought to a tation and a very nice dinner at the farm elected for the year:
agement
weeks'
vacation
from
a
two
tony Brook Lodge, No. Iffl. Saturday
Ralph Harrlman.
high state of fertility, is Albion L. Ab- house fur the speakers and reporters. Pres.—G.
fourth Wedneaday evening·! spent with relatives in Acdover.
Vlce-Pree.—Dr. L. Hall Trufant
bott.
It was ja fine social time with ideal
Treae.—Mre. W. F. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Ordway, Mrs. Ada
η Lodge. No. SX. mette every
Mr. Case is one of tbe kind of men weather and an ideal place and everySec.—Lillian Powers.
»t Pythian HalL
Executive board—Knox Btckford, Blynn AlRichardfon, and Miss Hester Ordway
who brings to each undertaking a rare body was given the most cordial welcome
v:
len anil Dr. H. L. Bartiett.
havand
for
a
week.
are
at
Peaks
Island
of
combination
brains;
energy
the host.
,
by
κ„6 land is *ΙβΗing friend·
W. T. Baldwin and wife and two
At one o'clock the exercises in the
ing spent his boyhood upon a Maine
few articles of any nature have attained the internation(ieorire Clifford went to the Central
tt*rr y aHarriman of
farm he realizes the problems that con big barn were resumed and Prof. Darrow children and Mrs. C. A.
Maine General Hospital Saturday, where
ν has* been vieitinst relative·
the guests of Mr. al
and prestige of the Royal Worster Corsets. There has been
| he underwent a
front tbe tiller of the soil and the need Assistant Horticulturist at the College Brockton, Mass., were
reputation
the
in 1S61.
surgical operation.
SUM.
an ever increasing demand for them since they were first made
of scientific methods and is endeavoring of Agriculture was introduced as the and Mrs. W. A. Bicknell during
Miss Bessie Hagitett has resumed her
to promote education along these lines; first speaker. Prof. Darrow said that he week.
and freedom, whether setting, s'anding, or walking,
comfort
Perfect
■vara Allen was at Augueta (
ease,
Chester W. Πογπθ and family were the
work at Smiley's dry goods store at Norhence his invitation to tbe Holstein had been accused of being "a crank on
of Royal Worster Corsets. The next time
!,·. on bueineea.
w
off from the cite is characteristic of all wearers
Breeders' Association, tbe Dairy Asso- fruits" and that he would be obliged to only ones entirely shut
way after a vacation of two months.
to fit your figure.
Worster, in
a corset try a
on thy
need
the
when
Auburn
of
recently
water
blasting
k
Farrar
at
to
meet
y
you
ciation and tbe Fruit Growers
plead guilty to the accusation. Some sewer supply
The A E. Sburtleff Co. has leased the
main
the
water
broke
work
oppo31.
witand
S
lectures
to
ProThayer'·.
ti,:te
hie farm and listen
one in the audence had told the
old postotfice and will move their business demonstrations that would be help- fessor that they bad put out an orchard site S. D. Andrews' Wednesday evening.
Damon went to Haverhill, ness about the raiddle of September.
in
and
to
ful
large of a hundred Ben Davis trees which The pipe was repaired Thursday.
they responded
them;
,Vc Ineaday for a vieit.
Frank A. Danforth and wife attended
numbers.
Rev. and Mrs. C. I. Spear and two
prompted him to tell tho story of the
at
W
bungalow which Erland Tor· youngest children are at the Swett cotEarly in the forenoon the crowd as- expert who declared that be could tell the reunion of Southern Pine people
sembled in tbe large modern bam where blindfolded the variety of any apple by Portland Thursday. A most pleasing
..ling, i· being plaetered.
tage at Norway Lake for two weeks.
Various varieties gathering.
seats bad been provided and the meeting tho tasto and smell.
:I lloward bae been in Bouton
Mrs. Β <î Hammond returned from
Game Warden, Clias. P. Grav of Fryewas called to order by Prof. Yeaton of having been identified by the expert in
j:·
M the "Kexall" convention.
Kumford Kails Saturday, where the has
has
tbe Maine Experiment Station, who in- this way the plan was coucoived to cut burg, assisted by J. Waldo Nash,
been visiting her sister, Alma French.
M ear le Monk returned to
V
troduced as tbe first speaker Mr. Cbas. un apple shaped object out of cork and taken several hundred trout from dried
into Lake Penneseto resume her dutie· as teacher
L. Case, owner of tbe farm.
Y:
Mrs. Percy Allen and daughter Marion
saturate it with the juice as far as pos- up brooks running
words sible of a Ben Davis. It was then wassee.
chosen
well
few
in
a
Mr.
Case
week
with
Mr.
Allen's
therethe
parents,
spent
I Mr. and Mrs. Abner
Monday just before noon there was a
bid the company a very cordial welcome. passed to the expert, who after a long
Allen, at Bridgton.
*- tU.» BlckeJ ot Dublin,
Β. F. Bradbury's
He said that be saw among them old examination with much smelling and cave-in opposite Dr
rboo
Mis.
Frank Fogg and Stanley Wheeler, loworks. Three
nug ber daughter,
schoolmates of forty years ago also new tasting announced: "Yes, that is a Ben residence iu the sewer
C
cai agents for the Cadillac motor car, refriends and realized tbe need of new Davis, but it's the best Ben Davie I ever workmen were caught. Two escapod
ha· ceived one of the 1914 model· on Thurswith Injury. Daniel Dellia was buried
s S. Griffin of Gorham, S. H
friends as well as old to fill tbe vacan- ate!"
work of some of
rent on U'g& day.
cies made by tbe dropping out of tbe
: ,ed into the lleidner
Prof Darrow then gave an extendi d but saved by the quick
was
former. While he took the gathering in address upon the subject of spraying, his comrades. Medical attendance
street.
M irguerite Elder, who has been viswas removed to
a small degree as a personal honor, tbe giving the formular of the different summoned and Dellia
iting her sister, Mrs. Wendell Rounds,
roe* \V Waterhouee, Church Street,
recovering.
speaker said that he realized that the es- kinds of eprays and much valuable his home where he isand
returned to her home in Maiden, Mass.,
Mrs. R. 0. Porter
daughter are at
sential thing for which we are here is to technical information that was of too
Saturday.
Gro unds.
vacation.
weeks
two
for
be told bow to make these Oxford much detail for the newspaper reporters Old Orchard
Ernest M. Millett has let hie store on
Mm. Hill
Chester Sawyer and Will Smith of
farms yield more abundantly, to grasp aDd retain and if the farmers
V aller Kolubtl? ami tamily »P0nl
County
, the corner of Maine and Cottage Streets, Dews of the Summer Night,
Buck to do any damage now".
the
more and better cattle and more did so they have more retentive memo- Fryeburg drove six oxen through
tb. AJ.wt
Mr. and Mre. Hill
Chas. H. Kimball, a farmer, living yield
Norway, to Harry Packard for a five and
to Auburn Monday evening.
When we buy, said ries than the writer.
village
Professor
The
Nevln
and
better
Lak'
a
crops.
at Poland.
Rose,
Mighty
near the brook testified as to the characten cent store.
MTes Sawyer, Mm. Hill, Mr. Hill, Mr. Wight. ♦λ»
tbe speaker, we meet all sorts of indus- showed that the results of spraying
Capt. A. E. Whitehead was at Bruns- !
λ# »Κλ αt ραα m
Edward Peverly. proprietor of the
that seem to bave the were most beneficial; that of thirty wick during the week in practice for the
trial
combinations
Lot·
and
F.
H.
0
Mrs.
vacat
daughter
hie
Wyman
Ken·
the
Dennison Reception.
J. A. Kenney, who operates
Smith Garage, >· spending
national shoot in Ohio.
to suit themselves; when orchards selected for a test, of which
ta from Peabody, Maes., are visiting
Brook was fixing of prices
at Magalloway.
oey mill, testified that Stony
Harry E. Gibson and son Lester were
we sell we are dependent largely upon
were sprayed and the other left
one-half
their aunt, Miss M. O. Wyman, and couDad
fall.
aod
to
riee
stream
a quick
and Mrs. B. C. WentwM the Sunday
Mi.· Ethel
our own resources, bence tbe importance unsprayed, the sprayed orchards netted the guests of Rev.
FARK WEI.L RECEPTION TO WALTER DEN
Wyman.
sin,
Ralph
mill
the
to
able
practically
been
operate
and WedMai well
that farmers work together somewhat an income of $125 per acre as against worth at Orr's Island Tuesday
AT BAPTIST
gueat of her friend, Mine Edith
FAMILY
AND
instalNISON
the
until
water
first
to
by
W. P. Morton was in Portland SaturΠΑΗίΙίΐν
August
:· Park Street.
for their own protection.
For
$81 per acre in those unsprayed.
For
Asked
the
EVENING.
of
For Men!
Tl'ESDAY
lation
CHURCH
system.
visited
He
village
Ralph
day and Sunday.
Mr. and Mre. Albion L. Buck are en·!
Ile divided the orchard peste into
h°®e
Following Mr. Case's remarks a busiwas
when the brook
dryest, Mr. ness
1'enfold. Mrs. Morton has been spend;»pt. Tribou'e family
Hol- three
their two weeks' vacation in ;
like
the
Oxford
of
County
joying
the
meeting
group,
chewing
1
on
at Lake
groups,
f: m their -ummer
Kenney replied "right now, this Is the stein Breeders' Association was held
life at Canton.
ing several days there.
The Baptist church was the scene of a
jbe caterpiller, etc., which are sprayed :amp
day.
j. ,.Λ.*·Μί(ί laet Si
August I have seen in thirty-eight
Charles H. Danforth, professor at the
next meeting as with arsenates.
of
the
the
farewell reception to Walter Dennlson dryeet
The sucking group,
Norris Newell is enjoying a short »
place
Axing
the installation of the
Since
St. Louis, is the
years."
Mies
the
.d,
I and family who are soon to move to
M s· Abbie Stai
like plant lice, etc to be sprayed with Washington University,
cation with his parents, Mr. and
Norway, tbe date to be arranged by
water works bad been unable to run his Vm/iiiMun i'nmmirtpn
md Mîhh Mai Pierce are at C Id Charles Newell. He is employed as! Indiana.
and the fungus iunnt of bis father, Mr. James Danforth
Mr. Dennison has been the
Δ large stock of new ones have come to our stores
contact
insectercides,
the
to
the
first
after
mill by water much
ird for a short vacation.
The first lecture of the day was by group, like black rot or canker, to be on Deering Street.
night clerk at the Rangeley Lake House. superintendent of the Sunday School for seventh of June. Had put in a gas enin the last few days.
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Mr.
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man said, "yes,
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was and the other
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had worked In tb
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W.
dreamless Bleep
Fred
O'er
Bonney
my
many large cities of the oorth. At
d
ai
out
will come
scientific truths anc
darn It all, the sun
May a pine tree, tall and stately,
3 34 class, trot and pace. Purse $300.
Merrill foundry. Thought they got fa! 1 these discovered
present time Prof. Tolman'· compos
faithful vigil keep.
out on your farms. Tbli I
2 .so class, trot. Parse $200.
attentioi
F. H. Noyes Co. will appreciate the
dry It all up again."
Mods are attracting wide
water power about two months in th s works them
While a graceful birch, low bending
21c« class, trot and pace. Purse $300.
demonstration work begun nine yean I
of showing yon the new au·
water would flow over the dai
weathe r
Publishers are finding a great demac
My grassy bed above,
pleasure
spring;
Owing to the extreme dry
afternoon.
it
baa
and
south
Second Day;
to-day
spreat
Answers to the west wind, fondly
and winter woolens of Ed V. Prie*
=
for his work, and are urging fretjuei
from Cooper Spring là
steadly about four months a year. Th e ago in tbe than
, tumn
water
supply
the
I
tales
of
love.
tbousane
hundred
Purse
one
trot.
Whlsp'rtng
$200.
n.
2.» class,
Co. Order your suit now and take il
brook was quick to riae and fall and som< κ to more
Contribution· from hi· pen." No lovi
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trot and pace. Purse $300.
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Natures
to
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bosom,
There
3.90
very
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states.
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In
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sleep,
you
when you want It even
of good music should mise the rare ο
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the Norway rei
Watched with loving csre,
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nlied with water from
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all
take
cannot
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of
prayer
Hymns
praise
•ill be ably assisted by Mr·. Cora
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of trees had decreaaea the water pow« r
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without fir· protection
Would sweeter be than commendation
Genu' Driving Horses. Parse $39.
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once bat It· plan contemplates that 01 I
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in later years.
Briggs, and flue vocal taleot which da
eTeoIng when all wat er
Phrased by pen or tongue.
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leading
each
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appetite, and what I did eat distressed me tei
he announced later. Remember the
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wu shut
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competitions.

Nemo Corsets $2.00,

$3.00, $3.50.

GLOVE-FITTING

THOMSON'S

CORSETS
togeather

carefully

previous
pre-eminent

manship

fifty

Thompson's Glove-Fitting Corsets Si, $1.50,

$2.

ΓΰΤϋΒΒΖ33Ε

COR6ETS

Comparatively

styles

Royal

Worster Corsets Si,

Royal

S1.50,

$2.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

BLUE STORES

SWEATERS

Fulkjrton

Children!

Ladies!

»rriv^

cott^e

The

Myr»J·

Handy Garment You Need Now

likwr,

$1,

Many Sweaters

We Sell

New Fall Hats Are

Derby

$2

$3.

Some of J;he New
3&ddy

Ladies

Men

Arriving

$2, $3, $6.

$3.

Fai'^jits Have Come

F. H. Noyes Co.

I

FLY NET

selling

65

$1.25.

James N. Favor,

|

1 CLEARANCE PHICES

i

ON MEN'S SUMMER SUITS

$20.00 suits for $16.00
$18.00 suits for $14.00
$16.00 suits for $12.00
$12.00 suits for $10.00
$10.00 suits for $7.60

—

H. B. Foster,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

JJ

h0UM.

j

CASTORIA Wichita
'i III KM ÎM Han Alius ΒWM

:l

J

j

vis

Norway,

Maine.

WORRY WASTES

energy than work many time·
A disturbed mental condition
puts all the functions out of balanee.
Life's processes then go on with the
greatest effort and wear. To bring
j quick relief stop worrying if possible,
: take a dessertspoonful of "L. P." Atwood's Medicine to act on the bowels.
This soon eases the feeling of pressure
and a condition of comfort follows.
more
over.

|

Here's what a sufferer says:—
"I have used your "L. F." Atwood'a

Medicine and find it good for Headache,
derangement of the Stomach and Liver,

and Constipation. It helps my appetite
and relieves gas in the etomach."
Mrs. Florence N. Bobbins.
Augusta, Maine.
If you have never used "L. F." Atwood'a Medicine, write today for a
free sample.

"L. F." MEDICINE

all mean·
you buy a big game rifle, by
ask your dealer to show you the Remlngton-

BEFORE

CO.,Portland,Me.

UMC Autoloading Rifles.
They are five-shot repeaters—operated by the
recoiL Always a shot ready for the emergency, for
the cripple, for the deer that is getting away, or the
if
charging beast that promises to be troublesome
him
quick.
you don't get
The Remington-UMC Autoloading Rifles and
Shotguns are the latest achievement

six years of

producing

fine firearms.

in ninety-
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West Paris, Me.,

"CRT EDGE" the only ladics'ehoc drwslnf that
!.s ai d Polishes ladies'
pMiturlr contain· Oi'. B'.i*
>.hints Mlthont roktad children'* Ikmiu and fhri
Maf. tec. TKE.NCN GLOSS." 1< e.

Aug. 2, 13.

"STAB" corabt .etion

Mr. Randall 0. Porter,

Norway. Maine.
Dear Mr. Porter:—I wish at this

If ynordoiter
the price t η rta

time to thank you for your prompt
delivery of Furniture and the way
Your
it was set up in my home.
business will surely increase with
the kind treatment with which you
serve your customers.
We will need more Home Furnishings this fall and you bet your life
your store will be where we shall
come.
Again thanking you, I wish

φ
t
X

ni'··

kidney trouble without knowing it. She
has backache. It is hard for her to get
up in the morning, she is so tired and
worn out. She docs not sleep well, has
poor appetite and is
nervous. Her bladder
gives her trouble too.

Τ

are

Foley

Kidney Pills
that,

will cure all
and make her again
STRONG, WELL and VIGOROUS.
Get Foley Kidney Pill· at the nearest
drug store and START TAKING THEM
TO-DAY. They cost less than the doctor
and do more. The genuine Foley Kidney
Pill· are «old only in the yellow package.

had
explains why
four
store—in
our
to
only
enlarge
You will find at
months of business.
our two stores in Norway, a complete
line of Home Furnishings and at the
When YOU

or Id.

It begins early, and ends late. It is full
of work from sun rise to bed time. Being
constantly on her feet, she often baa

we have

lowest prices.

tin H

A WOMAN'S DAY

Vicinity:

This letter

in

30-34

Very Truly,

Paris and

kirtil jrouwunt. spndol

■

Sko* fjlishet

Dear Friends of

φ

V't Seep t' ··
» fttllsize

paekag·, charge· paid.
WHlTTCreORt B;iOS. A CO.,
MlMt
Cimb^dg·,
Sinet,
Albany
(0·26
·! 'a>/»tccturtrt of
The QUtst a»4 / ■>

to remain,

Yours

r«rdtMlM>ad|tfelkMlII

kiudi 'f riuaetoruui bhucs, lue. "DA.NDY" aize,XSc.
"QJJIC* WΗΙΤΓ* ;in liquid form wi'h opoorejanlck·
ty deans on«l MliUeiis d-riy ciin js eliotn. lue. « XSc.
"ALIO" cJrsns and whlltnj Bl'CK. IH1CCI.
SUEDE, and CANVAS SHOi S. In round white cake·
10c. In hand·
picked in inc b->x«e, w it sponge,
some, large aluminum bo-e«, with sponge, SSc.

South

A. E. 3HUBTLEFK 4 CO.,
4. E. NEWELL & CO.,

Parla.
Pari·.

in town,

Νorway, Aug. 14th, 1913.

%

v*

v4 r ι4 Ή s*^·€Νν^

NEVER CATCH IP
are

likely

always better to adver-

It la

Putting Tobacco in Tins is Like
Locking the Stable Door"

go*·*·*' Because when tobacco is
pieces! mïiCV* Qf the flavor evaporates

—"after the horse is

before the tobacco goes

into the tin.

tise
nut

p ipe—and

that is the

hard-pressed

raturai leaf wrapper is

tinfoil

or

a

better

waxed paper.

plug.

protector

tuu

much than

consideration of advertising and
U»e preparation of advertisements

than It is to be ever

so

little cart-Uss about It.—Saginaw
(Mich.) Evening News.
We advocate careful preparation of copy and frequent
chance·, the ofttner the bet·
tar.

And the

than any

little

a

<ialte enuunh.

It ie better to use a little mure
ie necessary In the

tin,

Treatment
Drug Using.

and still the best because
we keep up to date always

NO
Methods rational and human·.
SICKNESS. MENTAL DERANGEMENT
OR COLLAPSE.

We have remedies which cure the
Tobacco Habit and Nerrouui··· at bom·
without interfering with business.
Send for Free Booklet.

All Correipoadance Confidential
in plain envelope.

Range Free!

a

s

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151

Congress

Street,

Portland. Maine

Yelcphon· 2224

Pianos

Organs
Second band Pianos and

Organs

Injunction

$60.00.

a

that when one attempts
machine to do a certain

was

to devise a

thing, one must consider directly the
fundamental operations to be performed and must wipe from the mind all
existing methods and all preconceived
Dotions. Lie stated that one no called
Inventor attempted in the days of the
scythe to invent a mowing machine.
Being familiar only with the scythe,
be designed a horse drawn machine
lie
which would swing a scythe,
itmply replaced the man by a mechmlam. It la needleas to aay that hia

Invention did not survive. The prol>
lem of efficiently cutting hay and grain
waa not successfully solved until it
waa attacked by a man with an open
mind, and he devised the knife uf the
modern mowing machine or reaper.—
Ajnerlcan Machinist

delicious bev-

Th· Porfoot Cup of Coffee.
Fill a kettle with fresh coW Trat&
that haa mu for α tew momenta and
Place over an open
put !♦ to boll.
china teapot kept Just for coffee (at
metal is deleterious) a clean wet old
linen napkin or a new square of un

Tbe best way I bave found is
make tbe tea rather strong, being
careful not to let it stand on tbe leaves
To a quart of tea I add, while
too long.
it is hot, the juice of two lemons and
sweeten it to taste. Sometimes I drop
into tbe bot tea a few sprigs of fresh
mint, or some shavings of orange peel.
When cool, I pour It into tall glares half
full of ice. Made in this w%? !» has a
mellower and more pleasing flavor than
when sweetened at the table.

bleached muslin, letting it sag toward
the center. Put into the depression
four heaping tablespoonfula (for foui
cups of cofiee) of finely pulverited

Java and Mocha or any preferred
When the water it
brand of coffee.
the kettle is at the galloping poinl
until
pour it through the coffee slowly
four cupfuls huve filtered through.
Just the contents of the kettle can gc
In if measured before boiling, allowing
Cover and take af
a little for waste.
Wash the cloth Imm»
once to table.
dlately after breakfast and keep In ι
of cold water, never permitting 11

ICKD COFKKE

la another excellent beverage, and may
be served very eimply, with sugar and
Or
cream, or with sugar aud lemon.
strong black coffee may be made, milk
added, and the whole thickened slightly
with egg as if for a soft custard.
Sweeteu this two tast, aud when cold
serve with a little crushed ice in each
glass, and a spoonful of sweetened and

Jar

top.

to get dry, and freshening the watei

ICED CHOCOLATK

»»»»»

Λ·β —Vow

Vnrlr T<mM.

Oiling Japan··· Umbrella·.

The vegetable oil need In making pa
oat
per umbrellas In Japan is pressed
of the seeds of the rubber plant. Thii
oil la made In the various Islands fa
moue for oil and seeds from these
plants. Sandy ground Is favored foi
the cultivation of the plant. Tbe yield

of seeds Is estimated at twenty bush

coffee. Thisisadelicionsdrink. Again
put the syrup in the glass, and instead

Tbe annual production
,
throughout Japan amounts to 350,00C
of
α
which
over
from
gallon
bushels,
els per acre.

of milk, add three tablespoonfuls of
thick cream and fill up with soda water.
For nearly all fruit beverages it will be
found better to use, instead of sugar, a
sugar syrup, made as follows: Boil two
cupfuls of sugar with two cupfuls of
water for ten minutes, bottle and seal
while hot.

H0BSB8 NECK

another good and simple drink, is made
MI willingly countenance your marby using half lemonade and half ginger riage with my daughter." wrote a phywith
of
ioe.
Lemon
or
ale,
plenty
peel
sician to hla prospective son-in-law,
a few sprigs of mint may be added if
"conditionally ou your accepting aa a
liked.
wedding present ber mother. Aa a
wife she bus not been a success; aa a
mother-in-law she is at least problemAt all éventa, I can endure
atical.
her temper no longer, and as she expresses a wish to live with ber daughter 1 am sending her along by tb<

years.—Ixmdou

A GOOD FBUIT PUNCH

right

catalog.

[

Λ

still without

houses In the country are
kltchthat greatest of labor saver»—a
or faucet
en sink, a sink with a pump
(
and with a drain leading oat from it
Is ;
The carrying In and out of water
the most laborious and back breaking:
task of all the hard tasks belonging to
substithe housekeeper. There is no
If you can
tute for a kitchen sink.
add but one thing to your home this

|

Λ/ν tiiuc.

Br

Mall.

Apply Your Knowledge.
"A college education is worth I2S.OOC
in increased earning capacity." de
clarex α western university. It Is, and
It Isn't. There are college men who
could not earn this ram in twenty-flvc
years. There are men earning twi«
as much In a year who never even

college. Ifi ι fine thlnj
to have, but Its earning capacity depends upon tbe practical use made ol
walked by

a

It. says tbe wise man in Power.

When the Cake le Done.
It should pull from tbe sides of tlM
pan.
Should not stick to a toothpick when
It Is put Into tbe center.
It should spring back In plac· whea
the finger Is pressed on the top.—Wo-

man's World.

Compensation.

"Bobby, won't you be a good boy and
go to Sunday school this morning?"
"Mamma, will you let me skip mj
bath If 14οΓ—Okkaeo TMbu*

This Strong National Bank Established More Than Forty Years Ago is
a Safe Depositary for ïour Money, and
a Convenient Place to Transact
Any
Banking Business.

the
If mother· only knew the torture·
little one· may luffer from worm·!
Thousands of children have stomach
their parent· do
worm· or pin worm· and
for other
not know it They doctor them

ailments.
Sign· of

worm· ares

a variable appetite;
and
abnormal craving for sweets; nausea
vomiting; iwollen upper lip; aour tongue;
with
offensive breath; hard and full belly
occasional griping· and pains about the
then pale
navel; face at one time flushed,
a dull
and in a few cases the face takes on
twitchleaden hue. Eyes heavy and dull,
of
ing eyelids; itching of the nose; itching

Indigestion, with

If you do not have a checking account we suggest that
you open one with this Bank and erjoy the conveniences

which one possesses. Your money is safer here than at
home or in your pocket ; you can always make the exact
change when paying bil's bv check ; the check serves as a
teceipt and saves paying bills the second time ; there is no
expense to you in carrying on an account, as the Hank
furnishes free of charge everything necessary. These are
only a few of many reasons why you should open a
checking acount with this Strong National Bank.

the rectum; short, dry cough; grinding
on
year and If you have no kitchen sink, the teeth; little red points sticking out
slow fever;
let that be the addition.—Farm and
sleep;
during
starting
tongue;
Fireside
pulse quickened and irregular; body maybe
convulsions.
hot; and often, in children,
Why People Travel.
Don't delay I Delays are dangerous.
Because they think they are going to Give the children at once some of Dr.
learn something, and It is only by trav- True's Elixir. Directions on the bottle.
eling that they can discover that Sold by all dealers at 35c, 50c and $1.00.
Thousands of grateful mothers have given
knowledge does not come by travel.
Elixir to sick children and
Because it helps them to get better my Dr. Tnic's
restored them to health.
acquninted with their neighbors—some
of whom they are bound to fall In with
of

their travels.
Because the doctor tells them they
ought to.
Because it gives them the illusion
of HU|ieriority and furnishes them with

If you have money to invest this bank has at all times
safe municipal, county, ra'droad, water and public service
bonds for sale at prices to net a good rate of interest.

V

topics of conversation.

Because it costs more than they can
afford.
Because they don't know all the disagreeable things that will happen to

Best Bread—
and More of It

Because it is the only way In which
can discover bow comfortable
are at home.—Life

—the lightest, finest,
whitest bread and

them.

they
they

more

that our ears can hear then that
Is what we call sound. This Is what
happens to the telegraph wires when
they hum, and If we put our hand on
the telegraph pole \v«· shall feel that
the wires vibrato strongly enoutrh to
set the whole pole trembling too. But
wires do not hum.

Very Attentive.

L

:«

blelgh.

"That's strnnfre." said Slathers. "He's
inuut iLttoiduuus In hie attention to me.
Sonde me three or four bills every

À

G. H. PENLEY,

MANUFACTURER.

itiffilon TruiiKt-ript.

Farm

World.

Wagons,

Dump

We hear much about the great Λ*·π»η
dam un the Nile, which is a tremendous
work undertaken to store the water and
release it for irrigation purpose·; but
few even in America know that our Government is now building a dam for irrigation tbat is much larger than the Assnan dam.
This Is at Elephant Butte on
the Rio Qrande, and vast territories both
in tbe United State· and Mexico will net
the water for irrigation, a· described
by tbe engineer in charge, tbe dam ii
"five times bigger than tbe Mills build·
ing at New York," (whatever tbat ma;
mean), 100 feet higher and with a storthe
age capacity wblch would cover
•tate of Delaware with two feetof water.
It will form a lake forty-one miles long
and six miles wide. The foundation of
tbe dam is now nearly completed, much
of it being at a depth of eighty feet below tbe bed of tbe river.

Is the kind that ie worth while.

It is the kind done at the Oxford

South Parie, Maine.

The kind

photograph.

Several of

take

a

chance.

"TALES

OF

HONEY

our

=====

Ji«4

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby (five· notice that he
hu been duly appointed administrator of the

31-34

Hebron

Academy

F*ocjnd«cl

AND

TAR"

W. J. Wheeler, Margaret A.
Baker, Stanley M. Wheeler.

Dry Air Kind

,....··

have sold for 15 years.

We thank the people of Oxford
for past favors and solicit
continuance of same and shall continue to give them our best efforts,
good protection and a good square
business deal.
(Abstract of Plaintiff'· Writ.)
JOHN B. ROBINSON
VS.

V.COOK ET
βΤΑΓίΕβ, Admr., Truntee.

FRANK

"I· Dobba a bard-worklng man?"
Assumpsit on account annexed for $100.00 tor
"I guesa you can call bim that.
Any
cash lent August 23,1906 by eatd Plaintiff to «aid
kind of work seema hard to him.
Defendant, with Interest amounting to $36.
A<f damnum
Total amount sued for $136.00.
Poatmaeter Antoine Deloria, Gardner, $200.00. Writ dated June 18, 1918, and returnOctober term, 1918, of the Supreme
Mlcb., speaks for the guidance of those able at the
Judicial Court at Pari·.
troubled with kidney and bladder lrService on
Real estate attached July 13, 1913.
regularitiea, and aaya "From my own ex- aald Trustee June 19,1913.
perience I can reoommend Foley Kidney
Pills. My father also was curod of kidSTATE OF MAINE.
ney disease, and many neighbors were OXFORD, SB.
E.
A.
Pilla."
cored by Foley Kidney
1
8. J. Coobt in Vacation,
Shorties Co., Sooth Paria; S. Ε. Newell
1918
& Co., Paris.
16,
J
July

Upon the within writ It la ordered. That the
I've married ber, dad, and Plaintiff give notice of the pendency thereof, to
the Defendant by causing a copy of ko much
tha's all there le to it!
thereof with this order thereon, as relates to
Father—You mean, that la the begin- the names of the partie·, the term to which the
writ
I· returnable, the account annexai and the
ia
to
it.
ning of all there
•late of the writ, to be printed In the Oxford
a newspaper published at Paris In
Democrat,
The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bagdad, aald
County, three week· successively, the last
Ky.i bad a bed caae of kidney trouble publication to be at least thirty days before a
and they feared ber health waa per- term ot the Supreme Judicial Court to be begun
and holden at Parts, within the County of Ox
manently Impaired. Mr. Mitchell aaya, ; font on the seoond
Tuesday of October, 1913, that
"She was in terrible shape but I got her be may then and there appear and answer to
to take Foley Kidney Pills and now she said suit.
A. R. SAVAQE, Chief Justice
Is completely cured." Women are more
Sup Jud. Court.
liable to bave kidney trouble than men
A true copy of abstract of Plaintiff's writ and
and will find Foley Kidney Pilla a safe, order of court thereon.
Attkst :
dependable and honest medicine. A.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
S. Shurtleff Co., Sooth Parla; S. Β.
Gloses Kazan, Esq., Atty. for Plaintiff.
Newell à Co., Parla.
8MA

Them

See

And

Bolster Co,

Dayton

N.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

35 MARKET SQUARE,

•Phone. 19-21.

Cut Flowers

Plants

ι

At the Greenhouse,
E. P. CROCKETT,
SOUTH

FLORiST.
MAINE.

PARIS,

Neponset Paroid Roofing.
Warm in Winter
Cool in Summer
Costs Less Than Metal
Wears

Longer Than Shingles.

Sold by L. S. Billings, South Paris.
Now is the time to

buy your

Fall Machinery

County

ROSCOB F.

Son—Well,

we

Call

1Θ04.

continue to of

FROM WEST AND EAST.

book.

PRICES S7.00, 8.50. 11.50, 14.50.

nuiu-

more

a

always given satisfaction.

Have

TROUBLE BEGAN WITH Hebron, Maine.
A LAME BACK.
Fur Girls and Boys. Send for catalogue.
31-34
J. L. Hack I, 915 Eighth St, Lincoln,
of
III., was recently cured of a bad case

ber

card to

Baldwin Refrigerators.

The

KIDNEY

daring spirits, however, will

a

The Cold,

Apply to
Sometimes tbe symptoms of kidney
and bladder trouble are so plain no one
BURR F. JONES, Superintendent.
Backache, weak and 32-34
can mistake tbem.
South Pari?, Maine.
lame back with soreness over the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumatism, dull
PARKER'S
headache, and disturbed sleep, are all InHAIR BALSAM
dications of a trouble that Foley Kidney
Clsan*M and besmifl*· the hate
Pills will relieve quickly and permaFroraot** a luxuriant growth.
Never Tall· to Bestore Orsjn
nently. Try tbem. A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
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Ton who require tbe best snd purest
ELLEN RUSSELL, late of Oxford,
of Oxford, deceased, an.l given
medicine tee tbat joa
get
Foley's In the County law
All persons fcftvtaf
direct·.
m the
bond·
Honey and Tar Compound in preference demand· against the estate of aald decease!
cold·, arc deslre<i to present the same for settle
to any other for all congbs,
hoarseness,
tlckliog ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested t<
cronp, asthma,
make psyment Immediately.
throat and other throat and lung troubles.
ASA II. SESSIONS.
June 17th, 1913.
It is a strictly high grade family medi32-34
cine, and only approved drug· of first
quality are used in its manufacture. It
Bids wanted on school transgives the best results, and contains no
opiates. A. Ë. Shurtleff Co., South portation routes.
Pari·; S. E. Newell Λ Co., Paris.
Bide will be received on the follow"A man should be willing to spend hie
routes until September 1st:
ing
evenings at home."
tbe
Bolster to Village.
queru"Tes," said tbe man with
lous voice. "But what Is he going to do
Hooper to Village.
to
taken
on
insists
when bis wife
Hall Pond to Village.
being
comedies?"—
all tbe musical
Stearns Hill to Snow's Falls.
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MRS. L. C. SMILEY,

Eld»*r— If you believe thut everything
that takes place Is foreordained why
•!M you wallop tin* man you i-uught
♦.toiling your wood? Deacon -Bec-aune
I felt that It was
I couldn't help It.
foreordained that I should wallop him.

er?"
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Eaeily Explained.

potato bugs."
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SUMMER MILLINERY

month."—Harper's Weekly.

It Is aaid that Aroostook's potato
crop will exceed aoy former year. Very
curionaly there are no bug·, and tbe reathere
son given for '.Lis is the fact tbat
was il'.tld or no anow in tbe Aroostook
so
froze
last winter and tbe ground
deeply tbat all were killed, and tbe year
1Θ13 will go down in Aroostook history
ss the famon· and favorable year of "no
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at

MAINE.

NORWAY.

OF

loaves to every

k

"i cun't Ret old Snip the tnllor to pay
Dubnuy attention to me," remarked

payable anywhere,

cheaper

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

—

when the air Is quite still the telegraph

cent to fifteen cents

In view of these advantages and conveniences
any longer ignore the need of doing your banking
with the Oldest and Strongest National Bank
County ?

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pastry—
—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nutritive
value.
Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit you but

waves

Dam In the

one

sack—

Hum of the Wires.
Anything that Is stretched la apt to
be thrown Into vibration by the force
of the air blowing against It If It vibrates so fust as to produce the nlr

Bltfut Irrigation

We issue Money Orders

than Post Office and
Express Money Orders, and draw checks on all the principal towns "and cities of the world in the currency of the
countiy on which drawn. We telegraph money to any part
of the world, and issue Travelers' Cheques which arc selfidentifying and can be readily cashed anywhere·.

from

on

Wm. Lee, Pankenta, Calif., aaya, "It
glvea universal aatisfaction, and I use
only Foley'a Honey and Tar .Compound
for my children." E. C. Rhodes, Mid·
dleton, Ga., writes, "I had a racking la
grippe oongb and finally got relief taking Foley'a Honey and Tar Componnd.
next train."
Use no other in your family and refuse
In due course the lady arrived and substitutes. A. E. Shurtleff Co., S iutb
lived with tbe young couple for many Paria; 8. Ε. Newell & Co., Paris.

is also refreshing. Put three quarts of
berries in a jar and pour over them a
quart of good cider vinegar; cover and
let stand for three days. Strain the vin·
egar, pour it over a quart of fresh berries
and let stand two days; then strain and
our It over still another quart of fresh
erries. Then strain through a cloth,
and take a pound of sugar to each plot
of the vinegar. Boil gently for eight
minutes, skim, bottle and seal. It is added to water in whatever degree of
strength is liked, and thoroughly chilled
before serving.

Billings'

ia true In
do the men. The opposite
to my mind
town. There Is no doubt
that the biggest factor In the developis the woement of *h>· state of affairs
ful lack of labor sa ring contrivances
Many
In the fanu woman's home.

Worms In ChlldrMi.

kidney trouble that started with a lame
INSURANCE.
back, and say»: "I am certainly thankof
a
cure
kinds
of insurance placed by
All
ful in getting
my kidney
hours. This oil is also used In maktrouble by using Foley Kidney Pille."
W. J Wheeler & Co.
lng the Japanese lanterns, artitlcla! Try tbem youraelf. Α. Ε Sliurtleff Co.,
leather, prlutiug ink, lacquer, varnish South Parla; S. E. Newell Λ Co., Pari·.
After July I, 1913, Stanley M.
es, oil paper and paints.
A Minneapolie health officer deolares Wheeler will be taken into the firm
the only aafe place to kiia a woman i· on of W.
J. Wheeler & Co , composed
Hi· Wedding Preeent.
oiling Is completed the umbrellas art
exposed In the sun for about five

LKMOX SQUASH
is mad ο by putting the juice of a lemon
into a glass half full of crushed ice, adding as much of the sugar syrup as the
individual tast demands and filling
up the glass with soda water; stir all together and drink at once.

W.J.Wheeler,

ΤΙ» Ktetwn Sink.
woIl le a statistical fact that farm
farm men and I
men die earlier than do
of
that those who survive the year*
sooner than
drudgery break In health

"Tee; we are going to move to Kentucky for » few week· until ray husband
gets to be called 'Colonel,' and tben we
oil. •ball go to Washington to live."

Tbe
oil per bushel Is extracted.
before It Is used. Is boiled and tbei
cooled until It can be applied by band
to umbrellas with α piece of cloth οι
No mucbinery or tools arc
waste.
When the
used in applying tbe oil.

price.

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, NORWAY,

and he grasped tbe

How to Β· an Inventor.
A retired professor of mechanical
engineerlug wus called upon to deliver
a few lectures on Invention to the
Hie first
senior engineering classes.

may be made in many combinations.
for sale at a
Two square One can nse lemons, oranges, all small
fruits, any fruit syrup, and always the
pianos I will sell at low price. A sugar syrup. One delicions drink is a
lot of second hand organs that I will mixture of l imon and orange juice in
proportions, with grape jnioe added
sell at any old
Come in and equalsix
oranges, six lemons, a small
say
bottle of grape juice, two quarts of
see them.
thia
en tin )
The person bringing the largest number of
water, enough syrup to sweeten, and
New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs, crushed ice ad libitum.
advertisement, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to
varity, Instead of the grape juice,
Instruction Books, Flayer pia- useFor
a can of grated pineapple and a cupnos always in stock at prices full of raspberry or strawberry syrup.
Again, use the lemons and a quart of
that are
tea, a fresh pineapple, shreded; two cupfuls of fresh cherries, stewed ; a quart of
Send for
j
on or before Tuesday, Dec. 23, 1913, at 2 P. M., will receivc ι
water, syrup to taste, and a few sprigs of
of mint. This one especially âne, and
free a No. 8-20 King Kineo Range valued at
might be served at any afternoon or eve-1
ning party. Bed currants are a good
addition to fruit punch, so are a few
Included in the above, for each purchase amounting to 25 cents from eithei
South Paris. slices of cucumber. It is best not to comBlock,
&
SON
bine more than two or three fruits, and ;
HOBBS' VARIETY STORE or S. J. RECORD
one may make endles combinations, eaob
a receipt or coupon will be given valued as 5 of the advertisements* to b<
taking ita name from the preponderating
*
flavor.
i
counted as such in the final count.

bargain.

man
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and
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a

the nickel as he dropped it into tbe cash
Irawer and rang up a five cent sale.—

disagreeable drink, suggestIt depends opon tbe

cream on

Pushing

Then be
)oda would cost ten cents.
ilmself mixed a delicious strawberry
ce cream soda and gave it to the little
)ld woman, who sank contentedly
counter
upon one of tbe stools at tbe
The
md gave herself over to It
smiled crookedly down at

to

whipped

"wiping up."

bound he
With
iltuation at ouce.
«•as behind the counter before the boy
wuld tell this excited reveler that her

ing medicine.

making.

was

nickel over tbe marble counter, she
jlurted in an awkward manner that
The proprietor of
the wanted α soda.
;be drug store, who was watching her,
ι

tablefive minutée. When cool add
spoonful of vanilla, put the syrup in a
bottle and keep in the ice-box. When
wanted une about a third of a glass of
syrup and fill up with milk, shake well
and ad<1 whipped cream if desired,
Sometime?, instead of vanilla flavoring,
use coffee extract, or some very strong

SUCCESSFUL FOR 35 YEARS
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being

boy

: laced

a

Keéley

and other

Kineo

he big drug stores and while ber
ixcltemeut visibly iucreaeed ber asAfter besiturunce seeiued to fade.
atlng a moment she walked over to
1 !he soda fountain, where a pleasant

prepared by making a syrup of
of chocolate, a cupful of
two ounces
water and a cupful of sugar, boiled for

For Liquor, Opium, Morphine

King

Her First Ice Cream Soda.
She was evidently more than fifty
1 md she showed every outward sign
1 it poverty and bard work—unending
But evidently this was
I i&rd work.
ι ι special event and ber eyes shone
She entered one of
vith excitement

is best

smoke from
You always get a fragrant. j/ouNburning. cool
You get
as you use it.
the
off
slice
it
plug
because
you
Sickle,
no
There's
for.
to
no
pay
there's
package
tnorc tobacco, because
and sweet as the
tobacco wasted -and the last pipeful is as fresh
first. Smoke Sickle today—all good dealers sell it.

A

tend.—Scientific American.

spoiled delightful camping experience
by so elaborating the simple work of
camp caretaking that she rarely had
time to enjoy the woods and fields so
plentiful about her, and complained,
after some months of camping, that she

of

attached.

he wonderful motor carefully stopped
ils filing short of perforating the cener, which would bave exposed the

a

capable

were

Pieces of wire thus filed are to be
The
een at tbe Franklin Institute.
iroken pieces show that the wires
rere hollow and that the inventor of

energy.
Once knew a woman who dusted the
back of every picture in her home every
day. She believes this was real efficiency. I also knew a woman who

time than

fraThere is only one way to keep all the natural
reaches
it
your
in tobacco until
grance and original flavor
Sickle

hey

action.
I do not call that woman efficient who
thinks it a sacrilege to change her schedule of work, leave dishes unwashed and
house upset, to take advantage of a
pleasant afternoon for a jaunt in the
Neither do I
woods with the children.
call that woman efficient who complains that her schedule of work leaves
her no time to read a good book or attend an nfternoon musical or club meeting. Efficiency would be a sorry thing,
If it eimply meant a prison-like, compulsory routine of duties. But it does
Its very purpose is more
not mean this.
liberty, more leisure, a shrewder sense
of values, and the elimination of wasted

erage, or a

to tliul themselves so far behind
the times that they will never
catch up.

into small

rires attached to the machine were
he subject of investigation Keely
could file them to ahow that they
rere solid and could not be used for
which
iny purpose other than that for

to
lage, somewhat appropriate, perhaps,
the vacation season:
"Wo man's vanity has often kept ber
from admitting tbat many of her probems are so distressing simply because of
lier own lack of personal efficiency, not
because of circumstances, fate, or other
people. In must cases, however, she
that she is not as
aever even suspects
efficient a* s'ie might be, and points to
the bard manual labor she does as proof
)f her efficiency—as if that didn't prove
in si the opposite !
The efficient attitude of mind ia really
tbe balance wheel to the homemakers*
entire life and work.
Tbe end and aim of borne efficiency ia
not a perfect system of work, or scientific scheduling, or ideal cleanliness and
order; it is tbe personal happiness,
health and progress of.the family in tbe
home. The work, the science, the aysof tbe
tem, tbe schedule are but some
means to tbat end, not the end itself.
The 100 per cent, efficient person is not
tbe one who tires himself out in a
wonderful snarl of method and system—
but wbo makes his mind so clear and
efficient tbat both the work and I be
system are his slaves, when he gets into

is

The business men who fall to

chopped

In which tbe machine was
ilaced was thoroughly overhauled that
be colossal fraud was discovered.
Ceely had wired tbo walls of the
>uilding. He ran his machine by high
When tbe
treasure hydraulic power.
touse

ICKD TKA

appreciate advertising

"

sold freely.
took in the
To the day of his death Keely delared that bis discovery was a genilne one, and it was only when the
new concern

When the mercury begins to range
among the nineties, and tbe gentle
breezes grow discouraged and take a
vacation, tbe sight of a steaming cup of
tea or coffee is oot inspiring, and we
turn to tbe ice-box and look for a lemon
There are so many delightful
or so.
iced concoction·, and so many combina
tions, that it is hard wbicb are tbe best.
Perhaps a few simple ones, eaay to prepare, will be pleasing to those who are
busy, and also thirsty.

RANDALL 0. PORTER.

V'

be remarkable motor that Keely built
deceive Intending investors and enIcb Its Inventor until the fraud was
xi>osed after Keely's death.
For twenty-live years Keely astoundd eminent scientists of Europe and
Lmerica with the machine that be
ialmed bad solved the secret of perTbe inventor of this
petual motion.
uachlne would start his device going,
pparently, by playing a tune on a
He convinced many
south organ.
lever men that be told tbe truth, and
a

Delicious Iced Concoction*.

Very Truly,

ν

Attitude of Mind.
In ill industrial pursuits to-day the
nentsl Attitude nf the operator has come
iraο be known a* the factor nf ohief
Some one baa «aid tbat "bap>ortaoce.
tines* constata in beln< well employe<1
mil well compensated in some geniat
iccupation," acd wbo cao refute the
lentiment. In shop and factory efficient
'be
izperts are engaged in standsrd;zing
This new
ides, lately
tperations.
ieveloped in business, is called efficiency
>r scientific management. It means that
be men engaged In a certain industry
ire to do more work In less time with
ess waste and greater ontpat, while tbe
irorkers have shorter hours, higher pay
ind better working conditions. Now the
]uestion comes up to tbe bome-maker:
"If tbe principles of efficiency can be
mccespfully carried out in every kind of
ihop, factory and business, why couldn't
[hey be carried out equally well In the
tame?" Tbat is, can tbe principles of
identifie management be applied In tbe
home? This question Is admirably diswe may add affirmatively, by the

thinking.M

time I wish to thank you, one and all,
for your past patronage and solicit your
future,

§

fM 8oientisto For Years.
The story of the Keely motor boas
rill live long. Its interest will bo en·
isiiced by the preservation In the
'runklln Institute of tbe model of

had never bad a elogle day of rest! This
is typical of a large class of women whose
sense of values is garbled by inefficient

whether in need of anything in our line
YOU are welcome; it
or not, come in.
is no trouble to show goods. At this

HOAX.

teely*· Motor, With Whloh H· Bâf·

y>i iwmniiMtiB on tophtf of iDtciwt to the ΙαΊΙμ
lkwllciuxl. Addrew: editor HOMBMAKBiU'
Coi.trvM. Oxford Democrat, Soulb I a ri». Me

cussed,
tuthor of "Tbe New Housekeeping,"
From which we quote the following pa·-
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New
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Made.
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see us

before

we

buying.

A. W. WALKER &. SON,
SOUTH

PARIS. MAINE.
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SEWING

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.
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South Paris.

